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SUMMARY

This project studies the “particle pressure,” which may be thought of as the force exerted
by the particulate phase of a multiphase mixture, independently of that exerted by other
phases. The project is divided into two parts, one concerning gas and the other liquid
fluidti beds. Previous work on gas fluid~ed beds had suggested that the particle
pressures are generated by bubbliig action. Thus, for these gas fluidued bed s~dies, the
particle pressure is measured around single bubbles generated in 2-D fluid~ beds, using
special probes developed especially for thispurpose. Liquid beds are immune from bubbling
and the particle pressures proved too small to measure directly. However, the major
interest in particle pressures in liquid beds lies in their stabiig effect that arises tiom the
efkctive elasticity(the derivative of the particlepressure with respect to the void fkaction):
they impart to the bed. So ratherthan &meetlymeasure the particle pressure, we inferred
the values of the elasticity from measurements of instability growth in liquid beds the
inference was made by first developing a “generic” stabtity model (one with all the
normally modeled coefficients left undetermined)and thenworking backwards to determine
the unknown coefficients, includingthe elasticity.

ParticlePressuresabout Bubbles in Two-DimensionalGas-FluidizedBeds: Previous
work has shown that bubbles are responsible for the generation of particle pressures in gas- ~
fluidized beds. This phase of the research was aimed at trying to understand how single
bubbles generate particle pressures. Initially, it was thought that the particle pressures
resulted from the particle motion induced by the passage of bubbles. The resultswere quite
surprising as they indicated that this is not the case. Instead, it appears that the bubbles
absorb much of the interstitialgas from the surrounding particle bed leaving that material
defluidued; the defluidized material is no longer supported by the gas-flow and must be
supported over contacts with neighboring particles - i.e. they are supported by the particle
pressure. In contrast, any pressures induced by particle motion are relatively insignificant.
The behavior can be understood from studies of the gas flow patterns around bubbles.
There is evidence that there is refluidizationfar below the bubble.

Note that this result requires a rethinkingof how fluid~ed beds behave. In particular,
there will be liited contact between the particles and the fluidizing gas in the defluid=ed
regions around bubbles; yet, it is that contact that one would want to maximize in chemical
reacting systems. Also, it has interesting implications about the way that multiphase
systems are modeled; the particle pressures resultingfi-om defluidization are not in anyway
reflected in the particle motions, as one would expect born a particle phase motion
equatio~ but, arise solely from the interactionterms.

ConstitutivePropertiesof Liquid-F1uidizedBeds: Pmticle forces, in particulara particle
phase “elastici&,” (i.e. the derivative of the particle pressure with respect to the void
fraction) has often been called upon as possible mechanisms to account for the stabilityof
fluidlzed beds. Yet the actual magnitudes of such forces are unknown. But rather than



directly measure the elasticity, this portion of the project reverses the process. First, a light
attenuation technique is employed to measure the growth and propagation of instalilhies
within then bed. (Questions are often raised about how accurately such measurementscan
be calibrated, however, a relatively simple calibrationtechnique was developed here that
eliminated any uncertainty.) The measurementsare employed in a generic stabiity analysis
allowing us to back out values for all terms thatnormallymust be modeled, includingthose
involving particle forces. The model is “generic” in the sense that none of the modeled
terms, i.e. the particle forces and the fluid-particle drag terms, are assumed. Instead they
are determined as the result of this theoretical/experimentalprocess. Preliminaryresults,for
lmm glassbeads, indicate that typicaUy assumed particle-phase elasticities fdl above the
values obtained horn this analysis. The measurementsof the viscosities are of the same
order as measurements in gas-fluidwed beds. Also, comparing the measured values of the

.drag laws indicate that the Richardson-Zaki equation provides a good fit to the fluid-
particle drag while the Ergun equation and theFoscolo-Gibflaro model do not.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The particle pressure maybe thought ofas the force per unit area exerted by the
particulate phase of a multiphase mixture an~ as such reflects the total momentum
transport that can be attributedto the motion of particles and their interactions. It hasa
direct analog in the kinetic theory of gases in which the pressure acting on a surface is
visualized as a result of the impacts of molecules. The same picture can be applied to
particle-fluid situationswith the particlestaking the place of molecules. The only dfierence
between the two cases is that solid particles may, in addition to short-duration collisional
impacts, transmit a force via long duration contacts. (E.g. the weight of a particle, or an
assembly of particles, resting on a surface).

Multiphase flows have long been modeled as interpenetratingcontinua. In general this
techhique involves writing separate conservation equations for each phase. Typically, the
equations for the fluid and solid phases look” individuallylike usual single-phase equation
with the addition of a coupling ten-q F, thatdescribes the interphasialforces..

Pf&( $$ +-Vf “Vvf
)

= V“~~+pfeg+F

)Pf(l-e)(%+vp”vvp = v“rp+pp(i-@g-F

(1.1)

(1.2)

Here ~ is the void fraction (the volume fraction for the fluid phase), Vf and VP are the fluid
and particle velocities, pf and pP are the fluid and par6cle densities, and rf and Tp are the
fluid and particle phase stress tensors. This work concerns itsklf with TP, which strictly
should be interpreted as the stresstensor induced by the particle phase that dso acts on the
particle phase. One of the difllculties in accurately applying (1.1) and (1.2) is that there is
very little understanding of how to model the particle phase stresses. This study both
employs an experimental method for directly measuring the component of the particle
stresses that is exerted normal to the walls of a iluid=ed bed, and, in a parallelstudy, infers
horn liquid bed measurements, the constitutive properties appropriate for these types of
models.

The dficulty in measuringthe particle pressure is that the total pressure exerted on a
sufiace - the pressure that would be measured with a standard flush mounted pressure
transducer - is the sum of the particle pressure and the pressure exerted by the fluid that
resides in the interstices between the particles. Furthermore, in many cases in which the
motion is driven by fluid pressure- for example, fluidd beds or slurry.flows - the particle
pressure may be a small fraction of the total. Conceptually, such a measurement is not
complicated, nor is the measurement terribly dficult. Essentially all one has to do is
measure the total force acting on a surface and then let that fraction due to the fluid
pressure balance itself out. Campbell & Wang (1990) described a very simple transducer
for this purpose. That probe consisted of a solid diaphragmthat is flush mounted into the
bed wall. Small holes on either side of the diaphragm admit fluid, but no particles into a
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chamber behind the diaphragm. The face of the diaphragm experiences the total pressure
exerted by both the particles and the fluid, while the rear experiences only fluid forces.
Thus, the net deflection of the diaphragm reflects the contribution of the particle forces
only. That probe has been used to make the particle pressure measurementson the vertical
side walls of gas-fluidmed beds thatwere presented in Campbell & Wang (1991) (although
it could be used in many other flow situations).

Campbell & Wang (1991) showed that the particle pressures in gas-fluid~ed beds
were generated largely by the passage of bubbles. In particular, they showed that the
average particle pressure exerted on the side walls scaled with the average size of the ,
bubble. This immediately brings to mind two questions: (1) what is it about bubbles that
leads to particle pressure generation and (2) would there be measurable particle pressures
in liquid-fluid~ed beds which while unstable, do not bubble? This project is largely.aimed
at answering these two questions. To attack the first problem we have built a two-
dimensional gas-fluidtied bed into which bubbles may be injected and the distribution of
particle-pressure measured. For the latter,other experiments are being performed in liquid
fluidized beds.

. . However, it soon bec~e apparentthat the particle pressures generated in liquid beds
are extremely small and that dkect measurements were all but impossible, even using
transducersthat were espec%lly’deigned for the purpose. This has pointed thatphase of the
research into a new dkection. The new approach arose from reflection on what ultimately
was the utility of the current research. To a large extent, this phase of the research was
motivated by interpenetratingcontinua rnultiphase-flowmodels such as that described by.
equations (1. 1) and (1.2). The classic fluidution problem to which these models have been
applied is to understand the stabdity of a uniform state of fluidkation. The only way in
which a fluidized bed has been shown to be stableis through a particle-phase elasticity- i.e.
it is stabiied through the particle pressure. Furthermore, once instabfhies develop, the
particle pressures will have significanteffect on the growth and propagation of voidage
disturbances. Naturally, of course, the instabilitieswill also be influenced by the manner in
which the fluid-particle drag and other terms are modeled. This, led to the development of
a “generic” stabilitymodel, in which all modeled terms are left unspecified. From analyzing
this model, we have developed an experimentalplan that, by measuring the characteristics
of voidage disturbances and comparing with the theory, we can back out appropriate values
for the modeled terms. The resultswill, not only, yield insightinto the particle pressure, but
also of the fluid drag. The latterresultsis used to evaluatecommon models for these terms.



2.0 PARTICLE PRESSURES IN GAS-FLUIDIZED BEDS

2.1 A New ParticlePressureTransducer

The first achievement under this grant was to develop a new version of the particle
pressure transducer. The transducerused by Campbell& Wang (1991) is shown in F@re
2.1. la and used the deflection of a solid diaphragmto determinethe pressuremeasurement.
The displacement of the diaphragmis measured by a MTI Accumeasure capacitance probe
with a O-O.13mm range. Two screen covered holes were drilled at dkunetricallyopposite
points around the periphery to admit gas to the rear of diaphragm and balance the ga..
pressure. The holes were placed at the same vertical position in the channel and thus at the
same gas pressure, eliminatingany gas flow through the void behind the &laphragm.There
are two dficulties with this design. The first is that it acts as a fluidlc R-C circuit and thus
behaves like a low pass filter to the gas that must flow to the rear of the diaphragq the .
resistance is applied by the small size of the holes and the covering screen while the
capacitance is a result of the large gas-filled cavity behind the diaphragm. The dynamic
effects of these were examined experimentallyin Campbeu & Wang (1990). While the low-
pass filter effects would not alter the time-averaged measurements given in Campbell &
Wang (1991), they might alter instantaneous m&isurements. The second problem tiises

from uncertaintiesabout the effbct oflubrication.forces acting between the particles and the
diaphra~, i.e. could the lubricationforces slow the particle and bias the measurementsfor
smallparticles?

Both these concerns can be avoided by the new probe design, shown in Figw-e lb.
Here the soiid diaphragmis replaced by a stretched screen which is spotwelded onto a ring.
At the same time, the volume behind the screen is made as small as possible. (Here the gap
is O.13mm which was determined by the range of the capacitance probe.) This is done for
two reasons. First it minimizes the capacitance and secondly, it resiststhe”tendency of the
external gas to leave the bed and travel through the gap behind the screen. Using a screen
for a diaphragm also has two advantages. Fust, the large area minimizesthe resistance for
the gas to flow across the diaphragm. Secondly, if large lubrication forces do come into
play, they will leak through the openings and not slow the approach of the particle.
Repeating the tests in Campbell& Wang (1990), Cainpbell & Rahmsn (1992) showed that
the current probe ha$ none of the dynamic characteristics of the old probe. The
construction of this new probe was conceived long ago, but a suitable screen materialwas
not available. Usual woven screens cannot hold tension when spot-welded. (We dld try to
attach a screen using but the probe responded in strange ways that attributed to the glue
being more flexible than the screen.) The screen we used in the current probe is not woven
but etched from a continuous metal sheet. It is manufactured by Buckbee-Mears Precision
Etched Products Group (model #2-2-8). The holes are approximately 70pm in diameter
and are arranged in a hexagonal pattern on a .05mm (.002in) thick sheet. This probe was
developed during the first year of the project and resulted in Campbell & Rahman (1992).
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Figure 2.1.1: Schematics of the old (a) and the new (b) probe designs.

2.2 Particie Pressure Measurements around Single Bubbles in a Two-Dimensional
Gas-Fluidized Bed

The results of Campbell and Wang (1991) indicate that particle pressures, measured
along the side wall of a gas-fluid~ed bed, are primarily generated by the passage of
bubbles. The primaryevidence lies in the observation that the average vaiues of the particle
pressure scales with the equivalent diameter of bubbles. However, it is clear that the
pressure obviously cannot be uniform across the.bed. In particular, the particle pressure
must go to zero in the particle-free region inside the bubble. Furthermore,”the side wall of

“ the bed may be a peculiar region as the particles pushed aside by the passage of a bubble ‘
cannot cr~ss the wid~ and therefore, the walls must affecit the bubble motion hi their’
immediateneighborhood.

The easiest way to determinethe distribution of the piwdcle pressure around a bubble
is to perform the experiment in a “two-dimensional” fluidized bed. This is a term used to
describe beds that are extremely thin in one dimension. In such a situation, bubbles span the
small breadth of the bed so that it is possible to make a measurement of the particle
pressure across a bubble without actually inserting a probe in the bed. The position” of
bubbles may be loctilzed by artificially injecting bubbles into a bed held near minimum
fluid~tion.

2.3 Experimental Apparatus

Figure 2.3.1 is a schematic of the two-dimensional bed. The test section is 152cm
high, 46cm wide, but only 2.5cm deep. It is fed by an air supply system that passes air
through a ten inch packed bed and several layers of filter paper to cause a large pressure
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drop and assure a uniform airtlow. The air
fluidization conditions. Then bubbles are

flow is usually set so that the bed is at minimum
injected through a porous plate covered port,

located 9 inches above the distributor. The bubble injector consists of a series of plenums
which are pressurized through a precision pressure regulator. Firinga solenoid valve admits
pressurized air into the bed, causing a bubble to form. Different plenum pressures will
discharge different quantitiesof gas allowing some control over the bubble size. Finally25
ports are cut into the face of the channelto admit the particle pressure transducers. Sixteen
of the ports are configured in 4 lines of 4, spaced at 6 inch intervalsabove the injection
pofi, in each line, the ports are spaced 2 inches spa@ spanning,the area from the center of
the bed to one wall. The other 9 ports (not shown) are located at intermediatelocations
across the bed, to alIow a finer spatial resolution. Four particle pressure probes are
availableto be inserted in any of the ports.

* Bubbles are tracked and followed by an image processing system. The image
originates in an Image Technology Methods, DataVision 262, video camera. The image is
sampled by a Data Translation 3851 frame grabber with 8MB of memory that is mounted
inside an IBM clone computer with a 50MHz 80486 processor. The 3851 board possesses
an external trigger which allows the acquisition of the images to be synchronized with the
acquisition of the particle pressure data. (The data acquisition is performed in a separate
33MHz 486 IBM clone; digital out@its from that computer are used to trip a relay”which
injects the bubble and to he the external trigger of the 3851 w well as to sample the
particle pressure information. This tightly synchronizes the entire experimental process.)
The 8MB of memory permit 25 frames to be acquired at a,rapid rate and stored on the
board.

Both the acquisition and interpretation of the images are controlled by Data
Translation’sGlobal-Lab Image@ Soflware package. This package provides many powerfid
image processing options. The most usefi.d for this phase of the project is the ability to
detect and analyze “particles” (which in this context refers to bubbles). In particular, it
locates the center-of-area of the bubble which we use as a reference for the bubble locatio~
calculates the area of the bubble, the average radius fkom the center-of- areq and so on.

2.4 Particle Pressure Measurements

Figure 2.4.1 shows a time history of the particle pressures measured by the four
probes which are located 46 cm (18 inches) above the injection point and O, 5, 10 and 15
cm along the horizontal direction from the bed centerline (the corresponding plots are
shown in order starting at the top of the figure). The test material in this case is 0.5 mm
gkssbeads and the bed height is 109 cm (43 inches) which places 41 cm (16 inches) of
material above the probes. The figure is also labeled with the locations of where the top
and bottom of the bubble crosses the probes, as well as the location where the bubble
erupts from the surface of the “bed. At the time it crosses the probes, the bubble has an
equivalent radius of about 9 cm (see figure 2.4:2) and thus, the bulk of the bubble crosses
the positions of the two innermostprobes.

6
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Figure 2.4.1: The time history of the particle pressuresin a bed of 0.5 mm glassbeads. The
four plots come horn 4 probes mounted 46 cm (18 inches) above the injeotion point. From
top (a) to bottom (d), the probes are mounted O, 5, 10, 15 cm from the bed centerline. The
bed height is 109 cm (43 inches) and the effkctive bubble diameter just before eruption is
25.0 cm (9.8 inches).
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1 I I

0 0.5 1. 1.5 2

Time (sees)

Figure 2.4.2:. The effective bubble diameter as a fi.mctionof time for the particle pressure
measurements shown in Figure 2.4.1.

The bed is held at minimumfluidntion conditions and the bubble is injected at tiie
= 0.0 sees. (corresponding to the time axis in F@re 2.4.1) for a duration of 0.2 sees.
Before the bubble is. injected the. particle pressure,- as measured by all four probes, is
approximately constant and has a relatively smallvalue (less than5 “ti H20). The particle
pressure along the bed centerline (Figure 2.4. 1.a) is small above the bubble (time = 0.0
sees. to about 0.75 sees.); there is a short duration initiaIpeak which con-esponds to the
sudden injection of gas, followed by a period (upto about time = 0.4 sees.) where the
particle pressure value is roughly the same as in a undisturbed bed held at minimum
fluid~tion conditions, but just upstream of the bubble (time= 0.4 sees. to 0.75 sees.) there
is a small, though noticeable, particle preissuregeneration. Naturally, the particle pressure
goes to zero as the bubble crosses the centerline probe (time = 0.75 sees. to 1.2 sew.,.
Figure 2.4. 1.a) as there are no particles present. Significantparticle pressures are measured
below the bubble (time = 0.75. sees. to bubble eruption at time = 1.8 sees.); there is an
abrupt increase in particle pressure as the centerlineprobe encounters the bubble wake, and
as the bubble continues its. ascent the, particle pressure steadily rises and reaches its
maximum value as the bubble erupts from the bed. Figure 2.4. 1.b, which shows the particle
pressure measured 5 cm from the bed centerline, is almost identical to Figure 2.4. lb. But,
Figures 2.4. 1.C and Figure 2.4. l.d which represent the particle pressure measured by the
probes mounted 10 cm and 15 cm i%omthe bed centerline respectively, show a somewhat
different picture since these two outer probes are not crossed by the bubble; from time=
0.0 to 0.4 sees. the plots are almost the same as Figures 2.4- 1.a and 2.4. 1.b, but from time
= 0.4 sees; to time= 0.8 sees. the particle pressure rises and is about constant though still

= 0.8 sees. (at this point the bubble hasjust reached the twosmall in magnitude; from time
imer probes) to bubble eruption at time = 1.8 sees. the particle pressure rises almost
steadily to its maximum value at bubble eruption. All this shows that significant particle
pressures are generated not just below the bubble (1.2 < time <1.8 sees.) but also to the
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sides of the bubble (0.8 < time ~ 1.2 sees.). Also, the particle pressureis continuous within
the particle phase (Figures 2.4. 1.c and 2.4. l.d) and only discontinuous at the bubble
boundary (abrupt jump in particle pressure as seen in Figures 2.4. 1.a and 2.4. 1.b when the
bubble wake is encountered by the two inner probes). And, the last noticeable feature is
that after bubble eruption the particle pressure returns to its small minimum fluidntion
value for all four probe positions.

Several mechanisms have been suggested for the generation of particle pressurein a
fluidized bed. Commonly, the particle pressure is attributed to the rando~ thermal-like,
motion of particles (e.g.. Batchelor, 1988) such as those measured by Kumar et al. (1990)
in a liquid-fluidued bed (note that liquid-fluidized beds are bubble free and expand
homogeneously). Without much supporting evidence, Campbell and Wang (1991)
speculated that that a similarmechanismmightbe responsible for the smallparticle pressure
they in a three-dmensional gas-fluidued bed held at minimumfluidization.But they.found
that relatively large particle pressures were generated in freely bubbling beds whose
magnitudes scaled with the bubble size. Campbelland Wang (1991) argued that the particle
pressure was generated by the large scale movement of particles that were en masse
disturbed by the passage of a bubble much like the flow patternof a fluid about arising gas

\ bubbl~ they suggested that as the bubble rises, it pushes particles out of the.way and these
particles can transmita force out to the walls that is sensed as particle pressure. In contrast

* small scale local motion of particles around bubbles can be responsible for particle pressure
It is also possible that bubbles: generate particle pressure by causing a disruption in the
structure of the particle bed; this is not surprising,since the presence of gas bubbles in the
particle phase will alter the gas flow through the particlephase.

Particle movement in g~-fluidized beds is not rando~ though it may appear so
when the bed is !mbbling vigorously. Rowe andPartridge (1962) have shown that a bubble
causes a reproducible displacement of particles. They photographed a bubble is a two-
dnensional cohnnq with a camera moving with the bubble, and by choosiig. an
appropriate exposure time were able to capture the pattern of particle motion around it.
They observed that the solid flow pattern around a bubble and its wake was ‘streamline’in
nature, i.e. simikirto a potential flow field around a solid cylinder. Also, the wake appeared
to consist of a vortex pair with particle motion upwards near the vertical axis of the bubble
and downwards at the outer limits of the wake. Now, the smallparticle pressures observed
above the bubble may be, at least partially,due to particle motion induced by the rising
bubble and this is applicable to all four plots shown in Figure 2.4.1 up to time= 0.8 sees.
And, as the bubble crosses the two inner probes (F@res 2.4. 1.a and 2.4. lb) the particle
pressure measured to the sides of the bubble by the two outer probes (F@res 2.4. 1.c and
2.4. 1.d, 0.8< t < 1.2 sees.) may also have some contribution flom the particle motion.
Also, the abrupt rise in particle pressure as the two inner probes (F@res 2.4. l.a and
2.4. l.b at time= 1.2 sees.) encounter the bubble wake may be due to the agitated vertical
particle motion in the bubble wake. But it is ufllkely that particle motion is the major
contributor to the almost steadily increasingparticle pressure and its large magnitude below
the bubble (all four plots in Figure 2.4.1, 1.2< t <1.8 sees.). This is clear, since fw below
the bubble, there is almost no gross motion of the bed. Also since the particle motions are
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Figure--2.4.3: Photograph of the gas flow around a ‘slow’ bubble rising in a two-
dimensional fluid~d.bed, made visible by NQ injection.From Rowe (1971).

roughly symmetrical above and below the bubble, one would expect that the particle
pressure they generate would also be roughly symmetrical, while the data shows that the
.pai-dclepressures below the bubble are of much greater magnitude than those above. It is
also. unliiely that these iitrgeparticle pressures are a byproduct of bubble eruption since
they are obsewed much before the bubble erupts.

Now, the gas flow pattern around a bubble .in a gas-fluidized bed is strongly
dependent on the bubble rise velocity and the interstitialgas velocity. There are numerous
theoretical models in the fluidizationliteraturewhich describe the gas flow patternaround a
$ngle (Davidson (1961), Jackson (1963), Murray (1965j, Collins (1965), Stewart (1968),
Azevedo and Pereira (1991), Kuipers et al. (1992)). The simplest and first, though
conceptually incorrect, Davidson’s (196 1) model is surprisingly accurate (IAtrnan &
Holmolk~ 1973) and was the pioneering force which establishedthe idea that the ratio of
the bubble rise velocity, Ub, to the interstitialgas velocity, Uo, is a p~arneter that defines
two very dfierent types of gas-flow patterns around bubbles in gas-fluidned beds. Now,
bubbles are regions of him permeabilityin an otherwise low permeabilitymedium and this
will necessarily modi~ the gas flow so that it converges towards the bottom of the bubble,
flows through it and diverges again as it flows though the roof and back into the
particulatephase. For the resultspresented so far for the 0.5 MMglassbeads,ub is less than
U. and the bubble is called a ‘slow’ bubble with the gas, on the average, traveliig through
the bubble. Figure 2.4.3 shows a photograph of the gas flow around a ‘slow’ bubble rising “ “
in a two-dimensional gas-fluidzed bed, made visible by N02 injection (from Rowe, 1971).
There it can be seen that the passage of a bubble, attracts almost all of the gas within the
bed. This can be anticipated, as the bubble represents a void through which the gas may
travel with nearly zero pressure drop; in contrast, the pressure drop the gas would
experience while passing through the bed would approximately equal the hydrostatic
weight of the bed. Consequently, the bubble represents a very attractive alternative path
and absorbs much gas from the particulatephase. This leaves surrounding areas in the bed
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which are only partially fluid~ed (or defluidti). Figure 2.4.3 shows that the bubble
attracts gas spanning the width of the b~ extending about two bubble diameters from the
edge of the bubble this would irdcate that all the material on the sides of the bubble is
defluidized. This figure also shows that the gas flow is disturbed (non-vertical) extending
about one bubble diameter below the bubble and this indicates that material below the
bubble is also defluidized. Also, although not readily apparentfrom Figure 2.4.3 due to the
mixing of tracer gases, the majority of the gas must be leaving the top of the bubble,
keeping thatregion ftily well fluidized.

It now appears that the major contributor to the large particle pressures, observed
below and to the sides of the bubble, is the detluidntion of the materialin the particulate
phas~ this defluidntion is a consequence of (i) the absorption of gas by the bubble and (ii)
the deviated (non-vertical) gas flowlines caused by this gas attraction to the bubble. Once
the material below the bubble is defluid~ it is no longer supported by the gas flow and
must simply rest on the materialbelow it this defluidization manifests itself in the large
particle pressures observed below the bubble (all four plots in FiWre 2.4.1). The steadily
increasing particle pressure is related to the increasing weight of the defluidized material
above the probes (note however that the maximum particle pressure is smaller than the
hydrostatic value, indicating that the material is not totally defluidmed but instead is
partially fluidized or just defluidized). Obviously, this increasing weight is due to the fact
that as the bubble moves fiu-ther away from the probes, there is progressively more
defluid=ed material above the probes. This may not be surprising as when the bubble
comes closer to eruption its size rapidly increases (see Figure 2.4.2) and it is to be
anticipatedthat a larger bubble will absorb more gas, cause more defluidntion and hence
generate larger particle pressures. This is in concert with the observations by Campbell and
Wang (1991) which show thatthe particle pressures scale with the bubble size.

Now, Figure 2.4.3 indicates-that the bubble deviates the gas flow over a region
extending about one bubble diaineter below the bubble. The results presented so fw have
been for a bubble which had aneff~ive bubble diameter of 25.0 cm (spanning 55% of the
bed width) just before eruption (F@re 2.4.2). Thus, at eruption the maximum height of
material above the probes was about one bubble diameter in length and this spans the
defluidmed zone as shown in Figure 2.4.3. It is convenient to work with such large bubbles
since smallbubbles invariablygo through a process of splittinginto two or more pieces and
reforming. But smaller bubbles, even though they may split, can yield much information
about the domain in which the particle pressure is generated. Figures 2.4.4 and 2.4.5 show
the t-me history of the particle pressures for two smallerbubble sizes (in each F@ure, the
top. plot represents the bubble centerline, and subsequent plots represent positions 5, 10
and 15 cm fkom the bed centerline; this presentation structure shall be used for all such
fiture Figures); for these two cases the effective bubble diametersjust before eruption are
18.8 cm (spanning 41% of the bed width) and 16.1 cm (spanning 35% of the bed width)
respectively. Undoubtedly, very similarparticle pressure profiles are generated by the three
bubble sizes; small particle pressures above the bubble and significant particle pressures to
the sides and below the bubble. For the data from the two smaller bubble sizes (Figures
2.4.4 and 2.4.5) the height of material above the probes at eruption is about 1.6 and 2.1
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Figure 2.4.4: The time histo~ of the particle pressures in a bed of 0.5 mm glassbeads. The
four plots come from 4 probes mounted 46 cm (18 inches) above the injection point. The
bed height is 109 cm (43 inches) and the effkctive bubble diameterjust before eruption is
18.8 cm (7.4 inches).
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Figure 2.4.5: The time history of the particle pressures in a bed of 0.5 mm glassbeads. The
four plots come from 4 probes mounted 46 cm (18 inches) above the injection point. The
bed height is 109 cm (43 inches) and the effbctive bubble diameter just before eruption is
16.0 cm (6.3 inches).
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bubble diameters in length. Thus, according to the picture shown in Figure 2.4.3, the
probes are mounted below the span of the defluidized zone (i.e., in the zone where the gas-
flow pattern has returned to normal). But the particle pressure measurementsin Figures
2.4.4 and 2.4.5 still show a steadily increasing particle pressure below the bubble. It
appears, as the bed is at minimum fluidization conditions, that the gas velocity generates
just enough pressure drop to support the bed locally, but not enough to support the
additional defluid~ed materialbeing piled on Iiom above. In other words, thereis a zone of
defluidued material that follows the bubble as it rises. All this accounts for (i) why the
particle pressure increases until eruptio~ (ii) the pressures are never as large as would be
expected if all the material above the probe were defluidwed and (ii) why the pressures
return quickly to normal after eruption. Another noteworthy characteristicof the results
shown in F@res 2.4.1, 2.4.4 and 2.4.5 is that the magnitude of the maximum particle
pressure decreases as the bubble size is decreased. This is not surprising, since a larger
bubble will attract more gas and hence, cause more defluidntion which resultsin-a higher
particle pressure.

In fact, a siiar defluidiition mechanismmight explainthe smallparticle pressures ~
observed around minimum fluidization. Remember that minimumfluidmtion is defined as
the minimum gas velocity by which the gross weight of the bed is just supported by the
gross pressure difference across it. However; it is unliiely that the actual gas flow through
the apparently quiescent bed is actually uniform. It is much more likely that the gas find
iind weak paths or channels which it preferably follows through the bed. This would leave
areas that are locally defluidmed withinthe bed. This explanationis more satis@ing thanthe
‘thermalized’ particle speculation given by Campbell and Wang (1991) as no such motions
are apparentwithin the bed.

A noticeable feature of the resultspresented so far is that even the smallestbubble
(Figure 2.4.5) generates particle pressuresthatspan the width of the bed. Looking carefully
at Figure 2.4.3, this should not be surprisingsince the bubble is attractinggas ilom the bed
almost all the way to the sidewalls. Consequently, a much larger two-dimensional bed with
dimensions 234 cm in height 117 cm in width and 1.28 cm deep was built to measure the
particle pressure fw to the side of the bubble unilortunately,it was dficult to tmiflormly
fluidize a bed with such large d~ensions and a bubble, once injected, Iefl large areas of the
bed in a defluidii state. (This %as evident because the particle pressuresdid not returnto
zero after the bubble had passed.) Apparently in such a large bed, there is enough room for
favorable gas channels to form so that gas can avoid large sections of the bed. ~ a re~t,
the data obtained from the large bed was inconsistent and unrepeatable, again though
significant particle pressures were observed all the way up to the bed sidewalls, even for
bubbles of the same siies shown above. Thus it was felt that there was little additional
information to be gained from going to such a large bed.

All the data presented so far have been for a bed height of 109 cm (43 inches) with
the probes mounted 46 cm(18 inches) above the injectoq this places 41 cm (16 inches) of
material above the probes. Now, the longer the distance a bubble has to travel in the bed
the more likely it is to split. And, since the most significantparticle pressures are generated
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Figure2.4.6: The time history of the particle pressuresin a bed of 0.5 mrri‘@ssbeads. The
four plots come from 4 probes mounted 15.2 cm (6 inches) above the injection point. ‘The -

, ,. bed height is 68.6 cm (27 inches) andthe effective bubble diameterjust before eruption is ‘
18.8 cm (7.4 inches).

below the bubble, it is convenient to mount the probes at a lower position in the bed and
use a shallower bed. Figures 2.4.6 shows the time histories of the particle pressure with the
probes mounted 15.2 cm (6 inches) above the injector and a bed height of 68.6 cm (27
inches) which places 30.5 cm (12 inches) of materialabove the probes; as before, the top
plot represents the probe mounted on the bed centerline and subsequent plots are for the
probes mounted 5, 10 and 15’ cm from’ the bed centerline. This figure shows the same
fatures as before (e.g. Figures 2.4.1,2.4.4 and 2.4.5), thatis, above the bubble the particle
pressure is relatively small, to the sides of the bubble it is significantand below the bubble
the particle pressure steadily increases and reaches a maximum value at eruptiow the
effective bubble diameter just before eruption for this case is 23.1 cm (9.1 inches). (Note
that the initial peak in particle pressure observed in Figure 2.4.6, at about time= 0.1 sees.,
is probably a consequence of bubble injection since the probes are mounted close, 15 cm,
above the injector.) Very similarparticle pressure profiles are observed if the bubble size is
decreased, as can be seen in Figures 2.4.7 and 2.4.8 which represent bubble sizes of 13.5
cm (5.2 inches) and 9.8 cm (3.9 inches) respectively, the most obvious difference between
F@res 2.4.6, 2.4.7 and 2.4.8 is that the maximumvalue of the particle pressure decreases
as the bubble size is increased. When the bed height is increased to 83.8 cm (33 inches),
placing 45.7 cm (18 inches) of materialabove the probes, the particle pressure profiles are
again very similar to the data already presented; this can clearly be seen in Figures 2.4.9,
2.4.10 and 2.4.11 which representbubble sizes fiust before eruption) of 30.0 (1 1.8 inches),
16.2 cm (6.4 inches) and 13.9 cm (5.5 inches) respectively, and again the maximum
magnitude of the particle pressuredecreases with the bubble size.
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Figure 2.4.7: The time history of the particlepressures in a bed of 0.5 mm g!assbeacls. The
four plots come flom 4 probes mounted 15.2 cm (6 inches) above the injection point. The.

. bed height is 68.6 cm-(27 inches) and the effwtive bubble diameter just before eruption is -
13.3 cm (5.2 inches).
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Figure 2.4.8: The time history of the particlepressures in a bed of 0.5 mm glassbeads. The
four plots come from 4 probes mounted 15.2 cm (6 inches) above the injection point. The
bed -height is 68.6 cm (27 inches) and the effective bubble dkuneterjust before eruption is
9.8 cm (3.9 inches).
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~lgure 2.4.9: The time history of the particle pressuresin a bed of 0.5 mm glassbeads. T’he
four plots come from 4 probes mounted 15.2 cm (6 inches) above the injection point. The
“bed height is 83.8 cm (33 inches) and the effective bubble diameterjust before eruption is
30.0cm (11.8 inches),
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Figure 2.4.10: The time histoxy of the particle pressures in a bed of 0.5 mm ghssbeads.
The four plots come ilom 4 probes mounted 15.2 cm (6 inches) above the injection point.
The bed height is 83.8 cm (33 inches) and the effective bubble dkuneterjust before eruption
is 16.2 cm (6-4 inches).
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Figure 2.4.11: The time history of the particle pressures in a bed of 0.5 mm glassbeads.
The four plots come horn 4 probes mounted 15.2 cm (6 inches) above the injection point. “
The bed height is 83.8 cm (33 inches) and the eff’ve bubble diameterjust before eruption
is 13.9 cm (5.5 inches).

The test material for all the data presented sofa has been 0.5 mm glassbeads. The
obvious next step is to use a material of difFerentdensity. Figure 2.4.12 shows the time
history of the particle pressure for a bed composed of 0.83 mm polystyrene beads (density
1050 kg/m3 as opposed to a density of 2500 kg/m3 for the glassbeads); the probes are
mounted 15.2 cm (6 inches) above the injector and the bed depth is 83.8 cm (33 inches).
The effective bubble diameter at eruption for this case is 25;7 cm (10.1 inches). The
similarity of this particle pressure to the results presented in Figure 2.4.9 is evident the
particle pressure is relatively small above the bubble, it is significant below and to the sides
of the bubble and increases steaddy below the bubble to its maximum value at bubble
eruption. (Note that the initialpeak in particle pressure observed in Figure 2.4.12, atabout
time = 0.1 sees., is probably .a consequence of bubble injection since the probes are
mounted close, 15 CQ above the injector.) The noticeable dflerence in these results is that
the magnitude of the particle prewure is considerably smaller as compared to the case of
0.5 mm glassbeads for almost the same bubble size (e.g. compare Figure 2.4. 12with 2.4.9).
This is not surprisingsince a given volume of defluidized glassbeads will weigh more than
the same volume of defluidized polystyrene beads (of course, assuming that the beads are
packed in similar ways); hence, given that the density of glass is greater than that of
polystyrene, the defluidization effect of glassbeads should generate higher particle pressures
than that generated by polystyrene beads. But for the polystyrene beads, as was the case
with the 0.5 mm glassbeads, the trend that the magnitude of the particle pressure decreases
with bubble size is still valid; this is clear from Figures 2.4.13 and 2.4.”14 which represent
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Figure 2.4.12: The. time ~story of the particle pressures in a bed of 0.83 mm polystyrene
beads. The fowplots come fiom4probes mountd 15.2cm(6kches)" above tie'mje@ion
poi.nt.The bedheight is83.8cm (33 inches) andtheeffective bubble diameterjust before
eruption is25.7cm(10.l inches).
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Figure”2.4.13: The time history of the particle pressures in a bed of 0.83 mm polystyrene
beads. The four plots come from 4 probes mounted 15.2 cm (6 inches) above the injection
point. The bed height is 83.8 cm (33 inches) and the effective bubble diameterjust before
eruption is 16-9 cm (6.7 inches).
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.Figure 2.4.14: Thettie tisto~oftie p~iclepressures ha bedof O.83mpolyst~ene
beads. The four plots come from 4 probes mounted 15.2 cm (6 inches)”above the injection
point. The bed height is 83.8 cm (33 inches) and the effective bubble diameterjust before
eruption is 11.0 cm (4.3 inches).

bubbles with effective bubble diameters (just before eruption)-of 16.9 cm (6.7”inches) and
“11.0 (4.3 “inches).

The solid materialsused this far have generated ‘slow’ bubbles for which the bubble
travels slower on the average than the interstitialgas. This is a condition associated with
large heavy particles that require significant superficialgas velocities to fluidize. The other
important case is that of ‘fast’ bubbles (see the gas flow pattern from Rowe, 1971, shown
in Figure 2.4.15) which rise fmter than the surroundinggas and are associated with small,
light particles. These different behaviors occur because. the rise velocity-of a bubble in a
fluid~ed bed, like the rise velocity of a bubble in a liquid, depends only on the bubble size
and is independent of the particle size; Yet, the. gas velocity required for minimum
fluidization is strongly dependent on the particle size. Thus, for small particles it is possible
that the bubbles rise veloci~, Ub, is greater than the interstitialgas velocity, Uo. This is
‘f~t’ bubble behavior and requires that the bubble carry a quantityof gas with it as it risey
thus, a portion of the gas that travels through the bubble center recirculates through a
‘cloud’ that surrounds the bubble. Such a cloud is clearly seen in Figure 2.4.15 which shows
a photograph of the gas flow around a fast bubble rising in a two-dimensional gas-fluidized
bed, made visible by N02 injection. It is unfortunatethat, since the bubble rises faster than
the gas, a tracer gas will never catch up with the bubble and thus one cannot map”out the
surrounding gas flow patte~ such as that shown for a slow bubble in Figure 2.4.3;
consequently, it is difficult to predict the degree of gas-flow deviation caused by a f-
bubble. Figure 2.4.16 shows the time history of the particle pressure for 0.25 mm
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Figure 2.4.15: Photograph of the gas flow around a ‘fast’ bubble rising in a two-
dimensional fluidized bed, made.visible by N(3Z injection. From Rowe (1971).

glassbeads (fast bubble) for a bed height of 109 cm (43 inches) with the probes mounted
45.7 cm (18 inches) above the injector. The effective bubble diameterjust before eruption
is 26.1 cm (10.3 inches). The plots are also marked with the locations when the bubble
crosses the probes and when the bubble erupts. Below the bubble the particle pressure rises
steadily and reaches a maximumvalue at bubble eruptio~ this is similarto the slow bubble
case (see Figure 2.4. 1). The major difference fi-om slow bubble behavior is above the
bubble where a significantparticle pressure peak is observed (at about time = 0.5 sees. in
Figure 2.4. 16) and a smallereruption peak. Note that bubble injection probably accounts
for the initialtwo particle pressure peaks (up to about time= 0.2 sees.).

Now, Davidson’s model (1961) can be used to estimate the cloud size around fhst
bubbles from the expression:

~= TUb+ UO
D. ub- UO

Here, D= is the cloud diameter, DC is the bubble diameter, Ub is the bubble rise
velocity and U. is the interstitialgas velocity. @ should be noted that any model for
predicting cloud size is only reasonably accurate, and does not take into consideration real-
life complications of changes in bubble shape, particles raining from the bubble roof and
bubble splitting.) The bubble rise velocity, Ub, is the center of area velocity of the bubble
estimated from the sequences of frames captured during the experiment. Figure 2.4.17
shows the effective bubble diameter and the cloud diameter as calculated by the above
expression, the solid line represents the bubble diameter and the dashed line the cloud
dki.meter.Note that the two lines are dkerging indicating that the cloud is growing faster
than the bubble, but that for most of the latter part of the growth period, the cloud has
about 1.5 times the diameter of the bubble. The cloud diameter shows a steady increase in
s.ke from time = 0.7 sees. onwards which means that the bubble and cloud are carrying
increasing amounts of gas; thus, there is less gas available in the particulate phase beyond
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Figure 2.4.16: The time history of the particle pressures in a bed of 0.25 mm glassbeads
(fret bubble). The four plots come from 4 probes mounted 46 cm (18 inches) above the
injection point. The bed height is 109 cm (43 inches) and the effective bubble dkinieterjust
before eruption is 26.1 cm (10.3 inches)
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Figure 2.4.17: The bubble and ‘cloud’ diameters as a fimction of time for the fast bubble
particle pressures shown in Figure 2.4.16. The solid line represents the effective bubble
diameter and the dashed line the calculated ‘cloud’ diameter.

the cloud boundary and certain regions in the bed may be defluidmed. Hence, the major
effect of defluidmtio~ in terms of particle pressure generation, will once again be felt
below and to the sides of the bubble. But because, on the average, no gas passes through a“
fast bubble, it is also possible to tlefluidize materialabove the bubble which would account
for the upstream paiticle pressure peak. Thus,. the increase in cloud and bubble size
appears to be responsible for the steadily increasing particle pressure below and to the sise
of the bubble (Figure 2.4.16). The particle pressure peak above the bubble (all four plots in
Figure 2.4.16, at about time = 0.5 Sees.) maybe related to the peak obsetied in the cloud
size in Figure 2.4.17 at about the same time, but it appears ufilkely that an increase in the
cloud size can be responsible for generating significant particle pressures above the bubble.
Now, it is expected that the gas flowlines within and around the cloud will be distorted
(i.e., not vertical) and, hence, this may cause some degree of defluidizatioxythe noticeable
particle pressure peak above the bubble (at time = 0.5 sees., Figure 2.4.16) could be due to
the defluid~ed material within and to the sides of the cloud boundary. Of course,
defluidization due to the distortion of gas flowlines will also play some part in the particle
pressure generated below the bubble, but it is more likely that the lack of sufficient gas to
fluidize the material in the particulate phase is the more important mechanism. All this
suggests that even though slow and fast bubbles have very different gas flow patterns
around them they both seem t~ generate particle pressure in a ve~ similarmanner, that is,
by defluidizing materialin the particulatephase.

Now, bubbles in a bed of 0.25 mm glassbeads are very prone to splitting. This is
especially true for small bubbles since they spend a longer time in the bed because-of their
smallerrise velocity. Thus, it is appropriate to use a shallower bed and place the probes in a
lower position in the bed. This facilitates measurement of the particle pressure beiow the
bubble, which is the region of most interest, for smaller bubble sizes. Figure 2.4.18 shows
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Figure 2.4.18: The time history of the particle pressures.in a bed of 0.25 mm glassb~~ds
(f~ bubble). The four plots come from 4 probes mounted 15:2 cm (6 inches) above the
injection point. The bed h~ight is 68.6 cm (27 inches) and the effective bubiile diameterjust
before eruption is 11.2 cm (4.4 inches).
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Figure 2.4.19: The bubble and ‘cloud’ diameters as a ii.mction of time for the f~t bubble
particle pressures shown in Figure 2.4.18. The solid line represents the effective bubble
diameter and the dashed line the calculated ‘cloud’ diameter.
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the time history of the particle pressure for a bed height of 68.6 cm (27 inches) with the
probes mounted 15.2 cm (6 inches) above the injecto~ this configwation places 30.5 cm
(12 inches) of materialabove the probes. The effective bubble diameterof the bubble just
before eruption is 11.2 cm (4.4 inches), thatis, the bubble spans roughly 24 YOof the width
of the bed. The particle pressureprofile below the bubble is as expected, that is, the particle
pressure slowly increases and shows a maximumvalue at bubble eruptio~ this is relatedto
the increasing cloud size as seen in Figure 2.4.19. Also, though the bubble is relatively
sm~ its defluidization effect spans the width of the bed, thus, even the probe mounted 15
cm (6 inches) from the centerline measures a particle pressure which is of about the same
magnitude as the other three probes. The Figu~e 2.4.18 also shows an initial particle
pressure peak which is associated with the process of bubble injectio~ more prominent
here since the injector is only 15 cm (6 inches) below the probes. At about time = 0.25
sees. (that is, the region above the bubble) another particle pressurepeak is obsemed which
is ahnost unnoticeable right above the bubble but becomes more pronounced and l~ger in
magnitudeto the sides of the bubble. This peak does not appear to be relatedto an increase
in cloud size as can be seen from F@ure 2.4.19. It is more likely thatthis peak is due to the
defluidization caused by the distorted gas flowlines, in the particulatephase, above and to
the sides of the bubble; it is possible that at time = 0.25 sees. there is still injected gas
leakage from the bubble roof which is compensating for the defluidizrttioneffect right near
the bubble top and, hence, this peak is neg@ible near the bed centerline and more
pronounced near the bed sidewalls. An important point illustratedby Figures 2.4.18 and
2.4.16 is that the magnitude of the particle pressure generated below a fast bubble depends
on the bubble sizq this is similaito the slow bubble case.

All this suggests that the two important parameters responsible for the generation
of particle pressure are the bubble size and the density of the solid material. This is not
surprising in lieu of the results of Campbell and Wang (1991). Their results for a freely
bubbling three-dimensional bed showed that the average particle pressure (see Figure
2.4.20) scaled with the equivalent bubble diameter, i.e. PP/pPgD. is approximately a
constant (here PP is the particle pressure, pP is the density of the solid material, g is the
gravitational acceleration and D. is the effective bubble diameter). FQures 2.4.21, 2.4.22
and 2.4.23 show the instantaneous particle pressure scaled according to the above rule
using the instantaneous value of the effective bubble dkrneter for three d@erent bubble
sizes; the test materialis 0.5 mm glassbeads, the bed height is 109 cm (43 inches) and the
probes are mounted 46 cm(18 inches) above the injector. The usual rule is followed, that
is, the top plot represents the bed centerline and subsequent plots representpositions 5 cm
10 cm and 15 cm from the bed centerline. The effective bubble diameters just before
eruption are noted on the figure caption. The time axis is non-dimensionaliied by scaling
with the eruption time. The most important fmture of these plots is that below the bubble
the value of PP/pPgDe is approximately constant and this f~ture is observed across the
span of the bed. Tlms, the increasing particle pressure below the bubble as seen in Figures
2.4.1, 2.4.4 and 2.4.5 is a direct consequence of the increasing bubble size as the bubble
travelsupwards through the bed. This is not surprisingsince a largerbubble is a larger void
which presents more surface area and attracts more gas from the bed, causing more
materialto be defluidized which is representedby an increased particle pressure.
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Figure 2.4.20: Scaiingof the time-averaged particle pressure with the particle density and
the effective bubble diameter. Here,

7
refers to the height of the probe above the

distributor.From Campell & Wang (1991 .
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Figure 4.2.21: Time traces of the scaled particle pressure, PP/pPgDc, in a bed of 0.5 mm
glassbeads (slow bubble). The four plots come from 4 probes mounted 46 cm (18 inches)
above the injection point. From top. to bottorq the probes are mounted O, 5, 10, 15 cm
from the bed centerline. The bed height is 109 cm (43 inches) and the effkctive bubble
diameterjust before eruption is 25.0 cm (9.8 inches). (The unscaled particle pressure data
is in Figure 4.2.1.)
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Figure2.4.22: Time traces of the scaled particle pressure, PP/pPgDc, in a bed of 0.5 mm
glassbeads (slow bubble). The four plots.come from 4 probes mounted 46 “cm(18 inches)
above the injection point. The bed height is 109 cm (43, incfies) and ‘he effective bubble

~diameter just before eruption is 18.8 cm (7.4 iiches). (The unsca$edparticle pressure data
is in Figure 2.4.4.)
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Figure 2.4.23: Time traces of the scaled particle pressure, PP/pPgD=, in a bed of 0.5 mm
gkissbeads (slow bubble). The four plots come from 4 probes mounted 46 cm (18 inches)
above the injection point. The bed height is 109 cm (43 inches) and the effective bubble
diameterjust before eruption is 16.0 cm (6.3 inches). (The unscaled particle pressure data
is in Figure 2.4.5.)
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Now, if the above is true then the value of PP/pPgD=,below the bubble, should be
constant and independent of the dktance between the probes and the top swfhce of the
bed. Figures 2.4.24 to 2.4.29 show the scaled particle pressure, for various bubble sizes
with the probes mounted 15.2 cm (6 inches) above the injector and bed heightsof 68.6 cm
(27 inches) and 83.8 cm (33 inches) (the effective bubble diametersjust before eruption are
marked on the figure captions). These figures do indeed show that regardlessof the amount
of materialabove the probes the value of PP/pPgDe is approximately constant. The scaled
particle pressure results presented so fw have placed 30.5 cm 40.6 cm and 45.7 ‘cm of
materialabove the probes but the value of PP/pPgDe,below the bubble, is insensitiveto the
amount of material above the probes. This lends fbrther support to the notion that the
steadily increasing particle pressure below the bubble is a dk.ct result of the increasing
defluidued materialwhich is generated by the growing bubble.

This is not surprising because if the expression PP/pPgD. is to have a constant
value, below the bubble, a material of lower density will generate particle pressures of
lower magnitude. Figures 2.4.30 to 2.4.32 show the scaied particle pressure for several
dfierent bubble siies, but this time the test material is 0.83 mm polystyrene beads. (the
effective bubble dkuneters just before eruption’ me marked on the figure captions). The
bubbles in a bed of O.83 mm polystyrene beads are slow bubbles, just like those in a bed of
0.5 mm glassbeads but the density of polystyrene (1050 kg/m3) is significantlylower than
the density of glass (2500 kg/m3). The figures do indeed show that the v~ue of PP/PP@e

is approximately constant below the bubble and close to a value of 0.1, just as in the case of
the 0.5 mm glassbeads (see Figures 2.4.20 to 2.4.28). These results indicate that the
volume of materialbeing defluidued by the bubble is the same for both the polystyrene and
glassbeads, but the weight of the defluidized material is different because of the different
densities of the two materials this is why Pp/ppgDe is a constant, below the bubble, for the
two different materials.

Fig&re 2.4.33 shows the scaled particle pressure (Pp/ppgD.) for a fast bubbl~ the
test material is 0.25 mm glassbeads (fwt bubble), the bed height is 109 cm (43 inches) and
the probes are mounted 46 cm(18 inches) above the injector (the effective bubble dkuneter
just before eruption is 26.1 cm (10.3 inches)). It is most interestingto note thatthe value of
PP/PP@., below the bubble, is approximately constant at 0.1. Figure 2.4.34 shows the
scaled particle pressure (PPIPP@e) for a smallerfast bubble (efkctive bubble diameterjust
before eruption of 1.1.2 cm (4.4 inches); the bed height in this me is 68.6 cm (33 inches)
and the probes are mounted 15.2 cm (6 inches) above the injector. In the region below the
bubble the scaled particle pressure is roughly constant and has a magnitude close to 0.1.
Figures 2.4.35 to 2.4.37 show the scaled particle pressure with an additional 15.2 cm (6
inches) of material added to the bed for various bubble sizes, placing potentially more
defluidized material above the probeq it is obvious that the value of Pp/Pp@~ is roughly
constant at a value of 0.1 below the bubble. Thus, tiom Figures 2.4.33 to 2.4.37 it is seen
that the defluidization below a f~t bubble can be attributedto the changing bubble size and
the degree of defluidntion is independent of the bed height and the material above the
probes. This similaritybetween slow and fkst bubbles is remarkable since these two types
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Figure 2.4.24: Time traces of the scaled particle pressure, PP/pPgD., in a bed of 0.5 mm
glassbeads (slow bubble). The four plots come fiorn 4 probes mounted 15.2cm (6,inches)
above the injection point. The bed height is 68.6 cm (27 inches) and the effective bubble ~,
diameter just before eruption is 23.0 cm (9.1 inches). (The unscaled particle pressure data
is in Figure 2.4.6.)
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Figure 2.4.25: Time traces of the scaled particle pressure, PP/pPgDe, in a bed of 0.5 mm
glassbeads (slow bubble). The four plots come from 4 probes mounted 15.2 cm (6 inches)
above the injec%on point. The bed height is 68.6 cm (27 inches) and the effective bubble
diameter just before eruption is 13.3 cm (5.2 inches). (The unscaled particle pressure data
is in Figure 2.4.7.)



Figure 2.4.26: Time traces of the scaled particle pressqre, P~pPgD=, in a bed of 0.5 mm”
,. : glassbeads (sloti bubble). The’four plots come Born 4 probtis mounted 15.2 em (6 inches]

above the injection”point. The bed height is 68.6 cm (27 inches) and the eff’ive bubble
diameter just before eruption is 9.8 cm (3.9 inches). (The unscaled particle pressure data is
in Figure 2.4.8.)
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Figure 2.4.27: Time traces of the scaled particle pressure, PP/pPgDc, in a bed of .0.5 mm
glassbeads (slow bubble). The four plots come from 4 probes mounted 15.2 cm (6 inches)
above the injection point. The bed height is 83.8 cm (33 inches) and the effective bubble
diameter just before eruption is 30.0 cm(11.8 inches). (The unscaled particle pressure data
is in Figure 2.4.9.)
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. Figure 2.4.28: Time traces of the scaled particle pressure, Pm/pPgD,, in a bed of 0.5 mm
glassbeads (slow bubble). The four plots come from 4 probes mounted 15.2 cm (6 inches).
above the injection point. The bed height is 83.8 cm (33 inches) and the effective bubble
dkrneter just before eruption.is 16.2 cm (6.4 inches). (The unscaled particle pressure data
is in F@re 2.4. 10.)
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Figure 2.4.29: Time traces of the scaled particle pressure, PP/pPgD., in a bed of 0.5 mm
glassbeads (slow bubble). The four plots come from 4 probes mounted 15.2 cm (6 inches)
above the hjection point. The bed height is 83.8 cm (33 inches) and the effective bubble
diameter just before eruption is 13.9 cm (5.5 inches). (The unscaled particle pressure data
is in Figure 2.4.11.)
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Figure 2.4.30: Time traces of the scaled particle pressure, P#pPgD=, in a bed of 0.83 mm
polystyrene beads (slow bubble). The four plots come from 4 probes mounted 15.2 cm (6

. iiiches] above the injection point. The bed height is 83.8 cm, (33 inches) and the effective
bubble diameter just before eruption is 25.7 cm (10.1 inches). (Tne unscaled p~icle
pressure data is in Figure 2.4.12.)
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Figure 2.4.31: Time traces of the scaled particle pressure, PP/pPgD., in a bed of 0.83 mm
polystyrene beads (slow bubble). The four plots come from 4 probes mounted 15.2 cm (6
inches) above the injection point. The bed height is 83.8 cm (33 inches) and the effective
bubble diameter just before eruption is 16.9 cm (6.7 inches). (The unscaled particle
pressure data is in Figure 2.4.13.)
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l?igure2.4.32: .Time traces of the scaled particle pressure, PP/pPgDc, in a bed of 0.83 mm.
polystyrene beads (slow bubble). The four plots come from 4 probes mounted 15.2 cni (6
inches) above the injection point. The bed height is 83:8 cm (33 inches) and the eil?ective
bubble diameter just before eruption is 11.0 cm (4.3 inches). (The unscaled. particle
pressure data is in Figure 2.4.14.)
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Figure 2.4.33: Time traces of the scaled particle pressure, PP/pPgD=, in.a bed of 0,25 mm
glassbeads (fast bubble). The four plots come from 4 probes mounted 46 cm (18 inches)
above the injection point. The bed height is 109 cm (43 inches) and the effective bubble
dkuneterjust before eruption is 26.1 cm (10.3 inches). (The unscaled particle pressure data
is in Figure 2.4.16.)
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Figure 2.4.34: Time traces of the scaled particle pressure, P~pPgD~, in a bed of 0.25 mm
glassbeads (fast bubble). The four plots come from 4 probes ,mounted 15.2 cm (6 inches)
above the injection point. The bed “heightis 68.6 cm (27 inches) and the effbctive bubble
diameter just before eruption is 11.2 cm (4.4”inches). (The unscaled particle pressure data
is in Figure 2.4.18.)
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Figure 2.4.35: Time traces of the scaled particle pressure, PP/pPgD., in a bed of 0.25 mm
glassbeads (f- bubble). The four plots come fiom4 probes mounted 15.2 cm (6 inches)

- above the injection point. The bed height is 83.8 cm (33 inches) mid the effective bubble
diameterjust before eruption is 26.9 cm (10.6 inches).
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.Figure2.4.36: ‘Time traces of the scaled particle pressure, PP/pPgDc, in a bed of 0.25 mm
glassbeads (fiwt bubble). The four plots .corne from 4 probes mounted 15.2 cm (6 inchix)
above the injection point. The bed height is 83.8 cin (33 inches) and.the effective bubble
diameterjust before eruption is 15.8 cm (6.2 inches).
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Figure 2.4.37: Tme traces of the scaled particle pressure, PP/pPgD., in a bed of 0.25 mm
glassbeads (fhst bubble). The four plots come from 4 probes mounted 15.2 cm (6 inches)
above the injection point. The bed height is 83.8 cm (33 inches) and the effective bubble
diameterjust before eruption is 10.7 cm (4.2 inches).
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of bubbles have a markedly different gas flow patternaround them. But this makes sense
since roughly the same amountof gas should be absorbed by anybubble as it grows.

The two-phase theory of fluidization (Toomey and Johnstone (1952)) postulates
that the excess gas flow above that requiredto fluidize a bed of particles passes through the
bed as visible bubble flow. Though stillwidely used, there is ample evidence that the two-
phase theory of overestimatesthe visible bubble flow (e.g. Grace and Clifl (1974)). There is
debate over where this excess gas resides. Davidson and Harrison (1966) and Lockett et al.
(1967) attribute this discrepancy to the throughflow velocity, i.e., the velocity of the gas
relative to the bubble passingthough the bubble. Pyle and Harrison (1967) andRowe et al.
(1978) suggest that an increase in the interstitialgas flow above thatrequired for minimum
fluidization explains the ‘missing flow’. More recently, Yates et al (1994) have shown that
fast bubbles are surroundedby a ‘shell’ of high voidage; this high voidage ‘shell’maybe the
region where the ‘invisible flow’ resides. For, slow bubbles , Hailu et al. (1993) report that
the throughtlow velocity ranges from 0.8Uti in the middle of the bed to 1.8U~ close to
the bed surface. The particle pressure measurements presented so far show that bubbles
absorb much of the gas fi-omthe surroundingmaterialcausing at least local defluidlzation;
this lends support to the importance of the throughflow velocity in explainingthe deviation
$lkomthe two-phase theor~ but, the interstitialgas velocity may also play a part in this,
deviaiion. Now, all the results presented in this section have been for siigle bubbles ‘in a ‘
bed held at minimum fluidization conditions any naturalbubbles present in the bed have
been small (effective bubble diameter less than 5 cm) compared with the size of the
artificiallyinjected bubbles, and hence the effect of these naturalbubbles is negligible on the
particle pressure measurements. If the experiment is perliorrned at a slightly higher
fluidizing velocity and a large enough bubble is injected, the effkct of the naturalbubbles
will still be negligible on the particle pressure measurements,but it may provide a clue to
the importance of the interstitialgas fiow in the ‘missing flow’ debate. Figures 2.4.38 and
2.4.39 depict the time history of particle pressure for beds held at 5’%0and 10’XOabove
minimum fluidization. Nothing extraordhrily unusual is observed in these figures and the
same holds true for the scaled particle pressure (PP/pPgD.) shown in Figures 2.4.40 and
2.4.41 for the same sets of measurements.The scaled particle pressure is roughly constant
below the bubble and its value is about 0.1, and this is not different from the experiments
performed at minimum fluidmtion conditions (see Figures 2.4.21 to 2.4.23). If increasing
the gas velocity above minimum fluidization were to result in extra interstitialflow, this
extra interstitial flow would have partially refluidized the material below the bubble
resulting in lower particle pressures and a value of Pp/pPgD. noticeably less than 0.1.
Since, this is not the case, it does not appear that thereis any extrainterstitialgas available,
at least far from the bubble. This leads credence to the obsemations of Yates et al. (1994),
that the missing gas is confined to regions near the bubble.

Rathbone et al. (1989) measured transientnormal and shearstresses on the surface
of a tube in a freely bubbling two-dimensional gas-fluidized bed using a piezo-electric force.
transducer. A schematic of their stress transientshows a peak corresponding to the arrival
of bubble wake particles, followed by the decaying of the stress to a small value (Figure
2.4.42). This scenario represents a different picture from the single bubble measurements
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Figure 2.4.38: The time history of the particle presiiures,for a fluidizatiion velocity of 5’% :
above ,@nirnum fluidizatio~ in,a bed of 0.5 mm glassbeads. The four plots come-from 4

: probes “mounted46 cm (I8 inches] above the injection point. The bed height is 109 cm (43
inches) and the efFectivebubble diameterjust before eruption is 18.7 cm (7.4 inches),
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Figure 2.4.39: The time history of the particle pressures, for a fluid~tiion velocity of 10%
above minimum fluidizatio~ in a bed of 0.5 mm glassbeads. The four plots come from 4
probes mounted 46 cm (18 inches) above the injection point. The bed height is 109 cm (43
inches) and the effective bubble diameterjust before eruption is 19.0 cm (7.5 inches).
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Figure 2.4.40: Time traces of the scaled particle pressure, Pp/Pp@e; for a fluidmtiitin “.
velocity of 5°/0 above !ninimurnfluldmtio~ in abed of 0.5 mm glassbeads. The four plots
come from 4 probes mounted 46 cm (18 inches) above the injection point. The bed height
is 109 cm’(43 inches) and the effective bubble dkuneter.just before eruption is 18.7 cm (7.4 “
inches). (The unscaled particle pres~re data“isin figure 2.4.38.).“
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F]gure 2.4.41: Time traces of the scaled particle pressure, PP/p gD., for a fluidntiion
velocity of 10°/0above minimumfluidutio~ in a bed of 0.5 mm gfassbeads. The four plots
come from 4 probes mounted 46 cm (18 inches) above the injection point. The bed height
is 109 cm (43 inches) and the effective bubble diameterjust before-eruption is 19.0 cm (7.5
inches). (The unscaled par&iclepressure data is in figure 2.4.39.)
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Figure 2.4.42: Schematic of force transient,on a tube surface in a freely bubbliig fluidmed
bed, showing a peak corresponding to the arrivalof bubble wake particles. From Rathbone
et al. (1989).

particle pressure in a freely
minimum fluidkation. Here

petiormed so fhr. Figure 2.4.43 shows the time trace of the
bubbling bed of 0,5 mm gktssb~ds fluidiied at .60% above
Figure 2.4.34.a shows the time trace generated by several.bubble passages while Figure
2.4.43 .b shows an expanded view of the trace horn a single bubble that passes directly in
front of the centerline probe. The trace has entire~yiost the particle pressure peak
associated with eruption and, though the particle pressure is initiallylarge after the bubble
passage, it decreases steadily until another bubble passes nearby and dominates the signal.
Note tie similarityin shape between this trace and the schematic of the transientstress in
Figure 2.4.42. Also note” that though the bubble size at eruption for this trace is
approximately the same as thatof the single bubble traces in F,gure 2.4.1, the magnitude of
the maximum particle pressure is about two times smaller. This lower magnitude does not
appear to be due to the larger fluidkation velocity because the experiments performed at
5% and 10’XOabove minimum fluidizationvelocity (see Figures 2.4.40 and 2.4.41) do not
show a lower particle pressure magnitude. The picture of the gas flow pattern around”a
slow bubble (F@re 2.4.3) suggests thatgas being absorbed by the bubble should exit from
the bubble root hence, at least partiallyrefluid~ing any defiuidized materialbeing piled on
by a leading bubble. Thus, it is very likely that the presence of other bubbles in a freely
bubbling bed are the cause of the change in behavior of the particle pressure as seen in
Figure 2.4.43.

Figure 2.4.44 is the time history of the particfe pressure for two bubbles, the second
bubble being injected 1.0 sees. rifterthe first. The figure is also marked with the times when
the bubbles cross the probes and the points at which the bubbles erupt from the bed. The
particle pressure generated below the leading bubble is significantly different from the
typical particle pressure profiles generatedby single bubbles. The leading bubble defluidlzes
material to its side until the trailingbubble is injected at time = 1.0 sees. At this point the
leading bubble is covering the two center probes. But once the leading bubble crosses the
probes a somewhat flat particle pressureprofile is generated until the leading bubble erupts
at which point there is a marked reduction in the particle pressure value. This change in
behavior is undoubtedly due to the presence of the trailing bubble. It appears that
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IHgure2.4.43: Particle pressures generated in a fkeelybubbling bed of 0.5 mm gla&beads.
The probes are mounted 46cm(18 inches),above the injector, the bed height is 109 cm (43
inches), and the fluidmtion velocity is 60°/0 above minimum fluidkation. (a) A time trace
showing several bubble passages. (b) A detail of the trace from a bubble that nearly passes
up the center of the charnel.
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Figure 2.4.44: Particle pressures _
being injected 1.0 sees after the first) in a b&l of 0.5 nun g~~sbeads, held at minimum
tluidmtion. The probes are mounted 46 cm (18 inches) above the injector and the bed
height is 109 cm (43 inches). The effective bubble diameters just before eruption for the
leading and trailing bubbles are 31.2 cm (12.3 inches) and 23.4 cm (9.2 inches)
respectively.
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the high gas velocity exiting the top of the second bubble is partially refluidizing the
defluidmed materialbelow the leading bubble. On the other hand, after the leading bubble
erupts (time = 1.4 sees.) the behavior of the trailing bubble is the same as that of single
bubbles; that is, it defiuidizes materialto its side and below it the particle pressure increases
and reaches a maximum value at bubble eruption. Thus, this two-bubble injection situation
simulates a freely bubbling bed and explains that the diiTerence in particle pressure
generation between a single and a freely bubbling bed is due to the presence of other
bubbles.

All this raisesthe issue of the marked d~erence between single bubble experiments
and measurements performed in a freely bubbliig bed. Artificially injected single bubble
experiments are very popular in the fluid~tion mmmunity (e.g. Lhtman and Homolka
(1970), Yates et al. (1994), etc.) and they may yield a wealth of itiormation about single
bubbles. But care must may be taken in comparing a siigle bubble in a fluidwed bed and
bubbles in a freely bubbling bed. A has been shown above the interaction of bubbles can
result in significantlydtierent behavior.
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3 PARTICLE PRESSURES IN LIQUID FLU-
IDIZED BEDS

It is most likely that, given the small magnitudes of the particle pressures in a
liquid bed, it will be nearly impossible to directly measure the small pressures
that occur near the neutral stability point. This is unfortunate, as those are
the particle pressures that affect the stability of the bed. It is well known that
fluidlzed beds are prone to linear voidage instabilities such as those shown
in Figure 3.0.1. It has been shown many times (e.g. Anderson & Jackson
(1968), Garg & Pritche.t (1975), Batchelor (1988)) that an elasticity of the
particle phase can stabilize the bed. Jackson (1985) argues that the l~rgc
value required of the elasticity could not be generated by particle fluctuations
and stability must arise from some other mechanism. Here though: we came
up with another idea to indirectly measure the particle elasticity in a manner
that is particularly appropriate for inclusion in stability models.

The idea arose from a class project performed by Chengzhen Jin, one of
the students supported by this grant. He performed a survey of the various
stability analysis and (although not required for the assignment ) derived one
of hls own that was a hybrid of the many models he studied. This analysis,
like its predecessors, models the particle and fluid phases as separate, but
coupled continua, (e.g. like equatioas 1.1 and 1.2,) makes assumptions about
the forms of the constitutive behavior, the interracial drag, particle elasticity,
bulk viscosity, etc. and predicts the onset of instability, the initial growth
rate and velocities of voidage disturbances. Of course, the results depend on
the assumed forms of the constitutive- behavior: We realized that this process
could be reversed. I.e. one could create a generic stability analysis (i.e. one
that make as few assumptions as possible). Then by comparing the theory
with measured properties such as the wave growth and velocity, back out
appropriate values for the modeled terms. As will be shown in the following,
the model. may be reduced to different wave equations in the near and far
field and making measurements in those locations yield additional information.
(The measurements of E1-Kaissy & Homsy (1976) confirm different near and
far-field behaviors.)

A similar idea was used by Ham et al. (1990). They measured the location
of the onset of instability in a small iluidized bed and extracted the particle-
phase elasticity from an analysis based on Batchelor’s (1988) theory, although
they still made assumptions about the nature of the drag law. By measuring
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Figure 3.0.1: [-oidage wave appearance in water-fluidized bed, 2min glass
beads, CO= 0.4%



additional properties we can extend this idea to determine all other modeled
properties of the stability analyses. Measurements of the drag and viscosity
will be valuable in themselves as they allow the evaluation of various models
that are in common use.

3.1 The Generic Stability Model

3.1.1 Governing equations for fluidized beds

As the continuum approach has been the backbone of fluidlzation theory, and
there is already experimental evidences to support it’s accuracy (Homsy, et.
al.. 1980), continuum twophase equations are used in this study. The model
includes two continuity equations and two momentum equations. Without any
modeling of force terms, they can be written in a manner. similar to that of
Jackson (1985):
Conservation of Mass for the fluid and. particle phases:

+ + div(&uf) = o (3.1.1)

a(l – ~)+’&~[(l – E)l.lpl = 0
a

(3.1.2)

Conservation of momentum:

auf
PAT + Uf “~uf) =&~”Tf– FI+Fbf (3.1.3)

aup
PPO – 4(W + UP

. Vup) H (1 – e) V .T~ + FI + Fbp + V “ Tp (=4)

where Tf is fluid stress tensor, Tp isparticle stress tensor, l?l represents the ~
interaction force between fluid-phase and particle-phase. Fbf is the body force
acting .on the fluid phase, and Fbp is the body force acting on the particle

. phase.
Regarding the particle stress tensor, we choose a general model for particle-

particle interaction forces which include both elastic component and viscous
component, as is commonly used in theories (Anderson and Jackson, 1968,
Batchelor, 1988, among others). By assuming that there is no other body
force except gravity, and by combining the two momentum equations toelim-
inate the fluid stress tensor, we can get following simplified equations-for one
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dimensional flow.
Conservation of Mass:

a& ik
—— —+(l–s)*”=o

at – ‘%
Combined conservation of momentum:

au, auj allj ,
— + uj~y-j(1 – E)cPp(*+%+ –(1- S)wf(&

aip
= FJ – [e(l– e)(pp– PJ)91 + e~pg+wP~

(3.1.5)

(3.1.6)

(3.1.7)

where the z direction is chosen to be opposite to the direction of gravity. I!?p
represents theparticle phase effective elasticity, qPrepresents the particle phase
effective viscosity, and FI is the interacting force in the z-direction.

3.1.2 Stability analysis of homogeneous fiuidization

Let 5., ufo, UN, FIO be the void fraction, velocities and the interaction force
“ that correspond to a state of uniform fluidization, and U. be the superficial

fluid velocity. Under those conditions: Go= const, ufo = Uo/EO, u+ = O. Let
the flow then be dkturbed by e’, u}, u:, F;, i.e:

& =Eo+E’

Uf=ufo+u; “

up=u@+u;

F1 = FIO+ F;

Applying to equation (3.1.5) ~ (3.1.7), we get:

8E’ act 87.4;
.— —+(h Eo)~=O

at – ‘Po az

(3.L8)

(3.1.9)
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. .. au; au; au;

(1 - %)eopp(~ + %0%) – (1 – eo)copf(~ + uio~)

= F~o+ F; – [e*(l – Co)(pp – Pj)g] – (1 – ‘2&o)(pp – Pj)ge’

The interaction force consists
fluid phase and particle phase:

+eoEfl~ + .qpo g (3.1.10)

of the drag and added mss forces between

Fz = Fd(&,UJ – up) + 13(+.+V – up) (3.1.11)

and

F;=a
Fdo ,

3?!(.; - u;) - p=e + $Opj:(u; – u;?
Ufo

(3.1.12)

Here ~d is the drag force and the second .terrn in equation (3.1.11) represents

the added mass effect. In equation (3.1.12), a = ~ ~(v~~upl is the drag

slope 0s slip velocity, ~ z —-ELfiFdO~& is the drag slope us voidage and do is

the added mass coefficient. Here ~ is material time derivative of the particle
phase:

There are two other alternatives proposed by Homsy (1980) and Anderson &
Jackson(1968). The difference arises because the velocity of the convective
term can be any one ofi UP,uj, uj – up. As this term represents the effect of
particle acceleration on the total force of the particle phase, the particle phase
velocity should be most appropriate for the convective term, so the particle
phase material time derivative stated above is.adopted in this study.

Now under uniform state conditions:

Upo,= o

FIO= SO(l – &o)(pp– pj)g

and eliminating u} and u$, we get:

where:
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A = pP~O+ pj(l – Go)+ ..([-.O)
f $~

I!.qjoB = 2pj (1 – eo)~fo + 2Pf q

c = p~(l – EC))ZL;Q– &oE@

F = ~*=o(: CO).
G = CY$$ + @@ + (1 –~Eo)(Pp – Pf)g

,= WI?!ZF
l-co

Equation (3:1.13) can be used to study the stability of uniformly fluidlzed
teds. Please note here that all of the coefficients in equation (3.1.13) are
determined by five parameters: drag-slope (Q, /3), effective elasticity (EN),
effective viscosity (q@) and added mass coefficient (6.).

3.2 The Inverse Instability Problem

The inverse instability problem that will be described in the following is used
●

to identify undetermined parameters involved in the stability analysis and is
the main objective of this study. Based on the equation (3.1.13), we know
that there are five unknown parameters: a, ~, Epo,qPoand 6.. U-pto this time,.
there has been no systematic effort made to measure these parameters.

Based on early experimental studies on the instability waves (.Anderson
k Jackson, 1968, E1-Kaissy k Homsy, 1976), it is clear that the waves are
growing in spatial domain rather than in the temporal domain. Although
these spatial and temporal growthrates are related simply by the wavespeed of ‘ ‘
the instability waves, it will be much more convenient and accurate to directly
use the spatially growing wave formula. So in this section and afterwards we
will adopt spatially growing small disturbance formula E’ = euz+i(’’’kz)z) =

eiwtez(a-ki). Applying this to equation (3.1.13), we get:
A(–w2 + B(Jw”+ awi) +
E(iw(a2 – k2) + 2awk)
which has a real part:.

A(–LG12)+

and an imaginary part:

C(U2 - k2 – 2aki) + F’(iuJ) + G(a – M) =

Bliw i- C(d – k2) + Ga = Ezawk (3.2.1)

Baw – C2ak + Fw – Gk = Ew(a2 – k2) (3.2.2)

Here again, as in equation (3.1.13), all of the coefficients (A, B, C’, F, G, E)
are function of five unknown parameters (a, ~, EN, qPo and O.):
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Rewriting (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) based on CY,~, EN, qfl” and 00 (the five un-
knowns), we get:

~ Real part:

CZI~+ fi~ + J%Epo + ql~PO + %80 = RI (3.2.3)

Imaginary part:

~2CU + p2@ + E2Epo + Tj2qpo + 0290 = R2 (3.2.4)

where

kg; q =al = ~.
*L(LO} – *~) ; @l = $$U; /32 = –*k

El = –CO(U2 2E wwk.
– /c2); Ez = 2.eOok; ~1 = – ~:~0 , q2 = –

EIIW(U2 -k2
1-C(I

(?1 = 2Pf*kQJ – .0(;:=O)W2 ; $2 = 2pf*cTw
RI = (pP&()+ pf(l -. @))w2 – 2pj(l – ec))ufrJkw – pj(l – So)u;o(d – kz)

–(1 – 2Eo)(Pp – Pi)9~

R2 = –2pj(l – Scl)ujc)aw + 2pf(l – ec))u;od + (1 – 2e0)(pp – Pf)9~
. . .

Here, it c~ be seen that all of the coefficients in equation (3;2.3) and (.3.2.4)
are functions of the instability wave properties (u, a, U). ~urthermore, every
instab”ility wave property will provide two equations: (3.2.3) and (3.2.4). To
solve for the five unknowns (a, ~, EN, qPoand 6’.), we need at least three insta-
bility wave properties to get five equations for the five unknowns. In general,

. if we can experimentidly measure N (N > 3) sets of instabilityy wave prop-
erties: [q, cT~,Lq,i = 1, . . ... N, then it is possible to form 2N lineir systems
of equations to solve for these five unknowris by applying least square error
technique. I.e:

M=

Then :

X = M+R

.[

;
x= EN

w
00

(3.2.5)

where M+ is the pesudoinverse of matrix M, and the X obttilned here is the
least square error solution.
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To test this procedure, five values for the unknown parameters are assumed
that are physically meaningful in the sense that they result in wave properties
close to those experimentally observed. More detailed discussion about varia-
tion range of the unknown parameters will be given in next section. One set
of the assumed values that gives t’he reasonable wave properties is:

a = 1.45; ~ = 2.5; Efl = 40.0 N/m2; q@ = 1.2 Ns/m2; 00 = 5.0
with running conditions (from onc of the actual measurements) as following “

particle diameter dp = lm??_6

particle density pP = 2523kgfm3 -
mean voidage co= 0.508
superficial velocity Uo= 1.929cm/s
minimum fluidization velocity u~f = 1.07cm/s
terminal velocity Ut= 13.24cm/s

Table 3.2.1: Running conditions

Figure 3.2.1 and figure 3.2.2 show the corresponding growthrates, CT,and ~
wavespeeds, U, as fimctions of the wave number k. The three points on the
figures are randomly chosen conditions about which to test the accuracy of the
calculation of the inverse instability problem. Table 3.2.2 shows the chosen
values of the wave properties.

f,Hz k, lfcm 0, l/cm u, cm/s
1.1294152205 .1.3 0.0838122850 4.7308834130
1.7312796525 2.5 0.1067996517 4.3511803501 ““
1.9940385886 3.0 0.0559942858 4:1763046539 ““””’-””

Table 3.2.2: Wave properties for assumed parameters

From the information in Table 3.2.2, we can form six linear equations to
solve for the six unknown constitutive properties. If the inversion procedure is
accurate, these will yield the parameters that we initially assumed. Figure 3
shows the results of the solution of the equations by a straight forward matrix
inversion. In this plot, the z axis represent number of significant digits to which
the wave properties are known. The dashed lines represent the true (assumed)
values, and the solid lines represent the solutions by equation (3.2.5): The two
lines never converge, even if the properties are determined to 16 significant
digits. (From the experiments, it will be lucky to determine the properties to
two significant digits.) Based on these results, it is clear that the procedure
cannot correctly identify any of the parameters. The reason can be easily
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understood from the condition number of the matrix, C = IIkfll.llill-’ll, which

is in the order of 105. (In some other cases, the condition number is even higher
in the range of 10G*9). This means that these linear systems of equations are ill-
condltioned and virtually unsolvable by any normal mathematical procedure.

.s:E CLIFZI.
0 5 10 15 20 o 5 10 15 20”

‘Lcz,Iu ----—-.
o 5 10 15 20

number of significant digits

true values

by matrii inversion

Figure 3.2.3: The solution from linear equations

There are some techniques tie available to deal with ill-conditioned- prob=- ~~~~
lems (Rust and Burrus, 1972), but most are vdd only for symmetric matrices
and unfortunately, this system of equations. dose not generate a symmetric
matrix. An alternative dynamic programming technique has been provided
by Bellman et al. (1965). But during the investigation, it was found that
the solution by dynamic programming significantly depends on the initial val-
ues (estimation) which is needed for the iteration procedure and the selective
coefficients on the process, resulting in an error that. is still too large to be
acceptable.

3.2.1. Optimum parameter identification method (OPIM)

To overcome this problem, it is first necessary to understand underlying rea-
son for the ill-conditioned behavior. An examination of the above matrix
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indicates that the problem arises because the measured wave properties, es-
pecially wavespeeds, do not vary greatly and all lie in a narrow range. As a
result, the row vectors composed of coefficients from equation (3.2.3) or (3.2.4)
are nearly the same leading to an ill-conditioned system.

Because there is no reliable direct mathematical method available, we must
employ physical intuition to guide .USto the solution. Clearly, we can reduce
the condition number by reducing the rank of the matrix and keeping only
&...- ----- ..--4- . . . — - .3- -4’ -..(X2 .-:-- 4- $---- +....-. J:4T-.a-& .-.- . ...+.--- (9 Q Q --2(lWu Luw VCGVU13 U16UC U1 Guclllblcllbs Llulll IJwu U1lLGLCAIVquaululn {0.4.0 6LLU

3.2.4) in the matrix. Thk reduces the number of liiear equations to two,
which will yield at most two fo the parameter. The other three parameters
are determined by a best fit technique. To do this, the three other three
parameters are varied through all physically acceptable values to determine
the best fit. In the following, those three parameters will be referred ..to as
fitting parameters.

To apply this best fit technique, we must select the three fitting parameters.’
As the technique involves searching the parameter space to determine the
best fir, it is best to choose parameters whose values are physically bounded,
thus limiting the search range. From the empirically supported observation
of Wallis, 1969, a is not strongly dependent on e, and thus can be calculated
from the drag-slope fot an isolated sphere. If we follow Batchelor (1988), then
the value CYis given by the formula (see also Ham et al. 1990):

(mm “
CY=l+

4.!30+ 0.63G
(3.2.6)

where Re is defined as superficial Reynolds number: Re = w. From

equation (3.2.6), it is clear that . .

and
#Tim a = 2

But we can limit the value further. In a fluidized bed, the maximum Reynolds
number to be reached will be terminal Reynolds number Ret = * (u,

-.
is terminal velocity), and minimum Reynolds number will be the one corre-
spondhg to the minimum fluidization velocity, i.e: l?em~ = ““’~~~~ (u~f is

the minimum fluidization velocity), so the maximum value for a will be:

CYmaz =1+ 0.63m

4.90+0.636



and the minimum value will be:

=1+
0.63 RemJ

~mi*
4.90+o.63@G7f

These two limiting values are reliable because all the Reynolds numbers in
which the measurements are taken fall well withh the range: [l?emf,llet]. Set-
ting the bounding values ct~in and cr~a. will not only reduce computational
time, but also eliminate non-physicti. solutions to the numerical procedure by
OPIM.

Parameter ~ can be examined based on existing drag models such as the
Ergun model and is expected to be in the range from O to 5 based both

,.. on- all models available and wide range of numerical testing. There is not
much information on the added mass coefficient, some studies (Stklnson &
Kytomaa, 1992) believe that added mass coefficient is between O and 0.5, but
other studies such as Homsy et al., (1980) showed wider range on the order of
10 or so. In an attempt to cover all possibilities, the added mass coefficient
was assumed to lie anywhere in the range from Oto. 20. There is also very little
information on particulate phase”elasticit y. The only model available is given
by Foscolo-Gibilaro( 1987). Also Homsy et al. (1980) have estimated the value
to be of the order “of 10. The particulate phase effective viscosity is believed
to be around several Ns/nz2 from the earlier measurements by Schugerl et d.

(1961).
As stated above, we have reliable knowledge on drag slope ~ and /3, so they

are the first choices for the fitting parameters. But the only thing we know
about other parameters is that they should be all nonnegative. So there is
nothing to give a specidpreference to remaining three parameters. Arbitrarily,
we decided to use the added mass coefficient .t?oas the final fitting parameter
knowing only that its expected value is between Oand 20.

Now assume that we have N measured wave properties: [WX,ati, Uoi], i =
1,..., N, then an error can be defined as:

(3.2.7)

where Ui and Ui are growthrates and wavespeeds, respectively, determined
from the given system parameters at the same frequencies as the measured
ones (the frequency is exactly known from the measurements).
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we define subspace of X, ill and R as:

where

The linear system of equations then reduces to:

&f.X. = R. (3.2.8)
. .

Here the X. is the vector composed of fitting parameters, and will be varied
(assumed) in the given range discussed above to best fit the measured wave
properties. X= is the vector composed of remaining parameters, and will be
determined by equation (3.2.8).

The optimum parameter identification procedure can be summarized as
following:

V[ti.1, cl, UOJ and ~’.,

so that A’ =
VA” = [CYp Epo

W. = A@ R..
x, u Xo.

qpo OO]T,

A, 1?, C, F’,G, E in Eq. (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) can be determined,
so for Ui = woi, i = 1,2, ....N.

[c,, U;] can be solved from Eq. (3.2.1) and (3.2.2).

From which

a!(x) =5( lo’ – ‘0$
i=, ]~.il

can be calculated. The optimum solution for the system is:

X.Pt : Q(Xw~) = rninimum[l@(X)] for all X

Table 3.2.3 present the pesudocode for this optimum parameter identification
procedure.

3.2.2 Numerical testing and examples

To test the optimum parameter identification procedure described in the pre-
vious section, we again assume the same set of parameters as the ones to
illustrate the ill-conditioned nature of the problem (a = 1.45; ~ = 2.5; E@ =
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t!min = 100000;

forcr.= amin, amaz, Aa

for P. z ~nain,p~a., AP
for Oh = O,0~==,A(3O

solve for E@n and q@n from Eq 3.2.8
bwed on these X = [~., ~., Ow, EN., ~pon]T
for every Wi, i = 1,2,..., N, solve for [o;, U;] from Eq 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.
calculate @(X) = ~~1 (w) + ZL1(*)

if @(X) < @m~~then
@min = o(x)

Q%pt = an

fopf ’fin

q< = oon

E.Pt ==EPO.

qopt = VpOn

endif
end for

end for
end for

OPTIMUM SOLUTION: ‘“”
CY= aopt

P = Popt

00 = ewt
E@ = E.Pt

qpo= Vopt

Table 3.2.3: Pesudocode for optimum parameter identification procedure
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40; q+ = 1.2; e. = 5.o). The corresponding running conditions and the wave
,,

properties were given in the Table 3.2.1 and Table 3.2.2 respectively. As the
OPIM is basically, a fitting technique, the larger the number of wave obser-
vations, the more accurate the results. But on the other hand the range of
variable parameters, particularly the frequency of waves that can be forces,
is so limited that it is impractical to use more than a few observations for
each test condition. Thus, different numbers of wave properties [w,a, U] were
tested to determine the minimum number of measurements n~ded to clearly
and uniquely identify the system parameters [a, ~, E@, qm and 00]. We fol-
lowed this procedure, first assuming that the wave properties Weie known “
exactly and later incorporating a degree of error in the measurements to see
how the error affects the final results.

.3.2.3 Wave properties with no error

To use equation (3.2.8) requires at leastone complete wave observation [Ul, al, Ul]
plus additional information that may take the form of addition growthrate, fre-
quency or wavespeed informatiofi. Three Wferent cases, i.e. three different
choices for” the information, were tested to deteimine the minimum require-
ments for system identification when there are no significant errors incurred
from the metiurements.

Table 3.2.4 shows the way-eobservations used in these three different cases.
Note that only one complete wave observation k used in case “I, while two
complete wave observations are used in case II. In case III, only one wavespeed
is used in the proceduie, but two additional growthrate measurements are
added to compensate for the shortage in wav~speed observations. (Case 111 “”-
will be a most likely scenario to follow; as the wavespeed changes little, which - -
in turn led to the ill-conditioned nature of the inversion matrix, it makes little
sense to use more than one wavespeed measurement.) For all of the cases
studied, the ranges for [a, ~, O.] are varied through a~i~ ~ a s a~==; 0.0 s”
~ ~ 5; 0.0<00<20 using increments: Aa == 0.001; A~ = 0.01; AOO=“0.01.

, These allow”for both reasonable computational time and acceptable accuracy.
The results that correspond to the minimum value of @ are given in Table 3.2.4.

Figures 3.2.4 -3.2.6 show the error @ distribution for the tliree different -
cases. Note that @ indicates the error in three independent variables (cr, /?, 6),
but the figures are practically limited to a 3-D frame which permits @ to be
plotted against only two of the three variables. Thus, several projections will
be used. In Figures 3.2.5, “??, the error @ is projected in (a, 6) domain by
selecting the minimum error for all Q:

@p(a, 6) = minimum {@(a, f?, 6), for all ~]
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I

case observations results by OPIM
number f, Hz (7,l/c?n u,c?n/s C2 P Efl ?@ O@)

I 1.129 0.0838 4.73 many many many many many
1.129 0.0838 4.73

II 1.731 0.1068 4.35 1.327 2.29 36.58 1.10 4.53
1.129 0.0838 4.73

III 1.731 0.1068 “
1.994 0.0560 — 1.462 2.52 40.03 1.215 5.02
‘True values 1.45 2.5 40.0 1.20 5.0

Table 3.2.4: Examples for optimum parameter identification method (OPIM)
with no observation errors

As well as projections into the various planes which better demonstrate the
optimum values for these parameters.

To clearly show the distribution, the figure is plotted with a negative sign ~
(–@’) which means that. the optimum solutions appears as a peak and the
vertical range is adjusted for each of the different cases. Figure”3.2.4 shows
@’ for case I, ;n which only a single wave observation is used. Here the dis-
tribution is flat inciicating that there are many solutions that fit that single
observation in the physically acceptable parameter ranges. This means that
only one complete wave observation is not sufficient to identify the system
parameters. Figure 3.2.5 shows the function @P distribution for case II (two
complete wave observations). From the figure, we can see one peak (minimum
error); this means that one clear solution can be determined from the given

. wave observations .. .Figure .3.2.6 shows. the function W distribution. for case
III (one complete observation plus two additional growthrates). Based on this
result, it is clear that even with only one wavespeed, if combined with addi-
tional growthrate information, we can still uniquely determine the parameters
by OPIM.

All of the results obtained from case II and case III are summarized in ~
Table 3.2.4, and those results are compared with the corresponding true val-
ues. Based on these examples, Case II gives higher error than Case 111on
the solutions. ‘ Thus Case 111 (one wavespeed and two growthrates) appears
to be the minimum requirements if there is no significant error involved in
the measurements. Of course, these are minimum requirements and any addl-
tional information (growthrates and/or wavespeeds corresponding to different
frequencies) wiIl improve both the accuracy and reliability of the solutions.
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1 -1.5

“3.5

Figure 3.2.4: The error distribution for case I. As there are no noticable peaks,
there are no optimum parameter values that can be determined from the single
wave observation used here
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Figure 3.2.5: The error distribution for c=e II. Here enough information is
present to make parameter determinations. The optimum valuqs for a and 8
are apparent at the maxima in the two projections shown at the bottom of
the page
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3.2.4 Wave measurements with error

Practically, all of the measured wave properties will contain some errors in their
measurements. To test the response of the procedure to the error in the wave
measurements, we added different amounts of error to the wave properties, all
of which are close to what might be expected in actual measurements. (The
‘error ranges were determined by the scatter in the actual data.)

case observations results by OPIM

# f, H= u, I/cm U,cm/s CZ P Epo P epo

1.129 0.0838 HO% 4.73*2% 1.306- 2.21- 21.47- 0%-. 2.97-
11 1.731 o.lo68&lo% 4.35k2% 1.4600. 2.63000 84.80 1.73 9.68

“1.129 O.O838*1O% 4.73&2% 1.436- 2.42N .25.95- 1.067~ 3.43-
111 1.731 O.1O68*1O% —

1.994 O.O56OA1O% — 1.500 2.670 53.94 1.53 6.75
True values 1.45 2.5 40.0 1.20 5.0

Table 3.2.5: Examples from the optimum parameter identification method
(OPIM) with observation errors

Table 3.2.5 shows the wave observations and $he corresponding error in the
observations. No error has been applied tothe frequency because the measured.
frequency is exactly equal to the forced frequency when the waves are forced
in fluidized bed. The optimum parameter identification. procedure can be
performed after the errors have been added to the original data. If we have.
NWmeasurements on the wavespeed and IVameasurements on the growthrate,
then after adding the errors, we will have 3NU3NU.different combinations to
get the solutions by OPIM. The computational work by OPIM will also be
increased by 3~u3NUtimes. TO reduce the computational time, the step sizes ~:
are increased to Aa = 0.01; A~ = 0.01; A60 = 0.01 for thk procedure. The
results in Table 3.2.5 show the range of the solutions obtained after all of the
different combinations are processed.

As is apparent, these errors in the measuremetns can lead to very large
errors(up to 400

3.3 Measurement of Forced Waves

There are only few efforts have been made to measure the instability wave
properties (wave frequency, wavespeed, wave amplitude). Anderson and Jack-
son (1969), E1-Kaissy and Homsy (1976) used light attenuation techniques and
measured the dominant frequency distribution, total amplitude and wavespeed
distribution in naturally fluidized beds. The limitation on these measurements
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is that the dominant frequency measured veries in very shoit distances and
the frequencies other than dominant frequency still present significant energy
in the signal. As a result, the corresponding amplitude and wavespeed mea-
surements can not be correlated to one frequency.

To accomplish the objective of measuring the single frequency wave infor-
mation, we decided to develop a technique to force the waves in liquid fluidized
beds and take the measurements on the forced waves.

3.3.1 Concentration measurement and integral calibration method

Concentration measurements are made in the cylindrical fluidlzed bed shown
in Figure 3.3.1. The distributor is constructed of a porous plate composed
of 20pm particles. This ensures a huge pressure drop and thus, a uniform
fluidization velo~ity. The instantaneous concentration is”determined using a
light attenuation technique similar to ones used by Anderson &.Jackson (1969)
and E1-Kaissy & Homsy (1976). A nearly constant intensity light is provided
by two small.ALS 4mW diode lasers. Each si~al is sensed by a MeUes-Griot
silicon photodiode that is placed at the end of a 6 mm diameter and 20 mm
long cylindrical channel that has been painted black to eliminate noise from
scattered light. The 35.56 mm sp”acing betweeri the two measurement points
was chosen by trail and error to eliminate any cross talk between the channels.
The attenuation of each beam provides an instantaneous measurement of the
particle concentration and cross-correlating the signals provides the time delay
used to determine the wavespeed.

The difficulty with all light attenuation systems is the cfllbration for con-
centration. In particular, the problem is to create a system with a known
particle concentration upon which such a calibration might be based. We
have developed a technique that nearly eliminates this uncertainty by basing

—

the calibration, not on the local concentration which is somewhat uncertain,
but on the total volume of particles in the bed which is easily determined from
the weight of particles divided by their density.

Like all attenuation systems, the light intensity decreases exponentially as
it crosses the bed. That is, the intensity 1=,‘at a distance x within the bed, is
related to the initial intensity l., by:

I== ~oe[-(Aa+As)v4 (3.3.1)

where Ja and ~, are the appropriate, but unknown constants for the absorption
and scattering of the light by particles respectively, and v is the solid concen-
tration. (Note, as we use clear water for fluidizing medium, the attenuation
by the water is insignificant. Also, as the photodiodes are placed at the end
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of a blackened tube, little scattered light does not reach the diode detectors
and is lost just as if it were absorbed by the particles.) This then gives a key
to the solid concentration, v, i.e:

in 10 in ID

v = (Ja + A,)D - (Aa + A.)D
(3.3.2)

where ID is the light intensity at the measurement point and D is the inside
diameter of the tube. Thus, as the signal s obtained from the photodiode
should be proportional to the intensity ID, it should correlate to the solid
concentration as:

~= Alns+B ‘ (3.3.3)

A preliminary calibration (v;hich assumedthat the average concentration in
the bed equaled the concentration at the center of the expanded bed) confirmed
this form for the calibration. The next step in the calibration is to make
measurements all along the depth H of the bed and inte~”ate (3.3.3) along the
depth. Thus if VP is the total voiume of particles iri the bed, then the average
solid concentration is:

‘vp’”,F=—.n2w (3.3.4)..- . .
4

from integration of (3.3.3):

III

J‘=zio 1~ o~<lns>dy+B=vdy = A— A~+B (3.3.5) .

where

G= ~ffl<lns>dy

is the space-average of < ins > along the height of the bed, and < ins > is
the tim~average of the logarithm of the signal derived from the photodiode at
each position y. Since VP is known, if we have more than two measurements
for different bed height II (different mean solid concentration), then we are
able to determine the coefficients A and B by Ieast square techniques.

Forced waves of given frequencies are generated by fluctuating the super-
ficial velocity either by varying the pump speed or by a piston located iri the
inlet of the fluidized beds (see Figure 3.3.1).

Table 3.3.1 and Table 3.3.2 shows the glass beads and configuration. of
fluidized beds used in the experiments. To compensate for the greater atten-
uation for the smaller beads, and allow the use of the same light source and
photodlode detectors, a smaller diameter bed was used for 0.5mrn glass beads.
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dominant
Set No. Glass beads Pp, K9/rn3 dp,mm dP,mm

A Potters B 2500 0.5 -0.6 0.5
B Potters AlOO 2523 1.0 N 1.18 1
c Potters A200 2485.7 1.4-2 2

Table 3.3.1: Glass properties used in the experiments

dominant bed diameter ratio:
Set No. dP,mm D, mm D1dP U?’nf, cm/s &mf

A 0.5 12.7 25.4 0.52 0.389
B 1 25.4 25.4 1.07 0.402

“c 2 25.4 12.7 2.6.5 0.402

Table 3.3.2: Fluidlzed bed configuration used in the experiments

3.3.2 Forced waves in fluidized bed

The concern in forcing waves is that the natural behavior of fluidlzed beds.
might be artificially destroyed and the resulting wave properties would be ir-
relevant to the instabilities of naturally fluidized beds. (Note, theoretically
this should not be a problem as long as the waves are in the linear growth
regime.) To assure that the forced waves are representative of natural insta-
bilities, we compared their growthrates to the growthrates of various waves
with the same frequencies in a naturally fluidlzed bed. The growthrates in a
naturally fluidized bed are found by tracking the amplitude corresponding to
the specified frequency along the fluidized bed (i.e. the signal from the natu-
rally fluidized beds was sent through a bend pass filter of width 0.2 Hz about
specified frequency). Figure 3.3.2 shows the results of the comparison. Note
that the slopes of the natural and forced waves are identical within the initial
linear growth regime.

Based ori these results, it is clear that the linear growthrates of the forced
waves are the same as those of natural waves in fluidized beds. This implies
that the behavior of the waves are not altered by forcing. In addition, it
clearly shows that the linear growth near the distributor is not dependent on
the strength of the initial perturbations. On the other hand, we can see that
the non-linear region appears to be effected by the forcing.

Typical signals obtained from forced waves are shown in Figure 3.3.3.
The corresponding power spectra are shown in Figure 3.3.4, and the cross-
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correlation signals are shown in Figure 3.3.5 which are needed to get the time
delay between two transducers and determine the wave velocity. From the
power spectra measurements, it can be seen that, in addition to the peak fre
quency signal near the distributor, there appears to be the secondary frequency
signal corresponding to the frequency far away from the distributor.

We tried to force waves of as many frequencies as possible, but found that
it was not possible to force waves of arbitrary frequency. Only waves with
frequencies close to the dominant frequency that occurs in naturally fluidlzed
bed could be forced. Waves of significantly different frequencies are difficult or
impossible to generate by small perturbations of the superficial velocity. For
particles of lmm and 2mm glass beads, we choose to force one wave close to
the highest dominant frequency (the dominant frequency near the distributor)
in naturally fluidlzed beds, and another one close “to the lowest dominant
frequency (the dominant frequency far away from the distributor). For 0.5
mm glass beads, we found that it is impossible to force waves for frequencies
higher than dominant lowest frequency found in naturally fluidized beds, so
only waves of .a single frequency were forced. To satisfy the condition that the
perturbations be small, the fluctuations of superficial velocity is limited within
2 – 570 of the mean velocity.

The amplitude, wavespeed and wavcfrequency’are plotted as a function of
height above the distributor in Figure 3.3.6-.3.3.13. Clearly,. the measured
wave frequencies for all intents and purposes are. identical to the forced fre-
quencies. The amplitudes of the waves are weIl reproducible if same initial
perturbations are forced, and the error in the amplitude is between 1 – 3%.
When the strengths of the initial perturbations are forced, the amplitude is
different, but the growthrate could be reproduced to within 10%. Notice also
that a nearly constant wavespeed is measured near the distributor, and the
variations of the wavespeed in these regions are between 1 — 270.

For all of the experiments, forcing the waves at a constant frequency results
in linear growth of the amplitude and nearly constant wavespeed in the region
near the distributor. These wave properties can be applied to the generic
linearized instability analysis.

3.3.3 Wave properties for set A

Figure 3.3.6- Figure 3.3.8 shows the amplitude, velocity and frequency dktri-
butions of forced waves along the height of the fluidized beds for set A (0.5rnm
glass beads). Five voidages ranging from 0.530 to 0.507 are covered. These are
flow ranges where clear and coherent linear waves can be forced. Beyond these
regions, it was found that the fluidized bed does not respond to the forced

L
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waves very clearly.
Linear amplitude growth can be observed up to 20 N 30cm above the ‘

distributor and are used to find the linear growthrate corresponding to the ,
forcing frequencies. The frequencies are. stable up to near 40cm, and then
small variations are observed for all of the flowrates. The wavespeed is nearly
constant up to a height of 15cm for the smallest voidage and up to 40crn
for the largest voidage. After those regions, the wavespeeds decrease slightly
with the height. Please note the consistency between frequency variation and
wavespeed variation, i. e.: wavespeed decreases with increasing frequency. For
all of the voidages, it was found to be easy to force lllz waves. Also note that
the wavespeed increases monotonically with increasing voidage.

3.3.4 Wave properties for set B

The amplitude, velocity and frequency distributions of forced waves for set B
(lrnnz glass beads) are shown in Figure 3.3.9-3.3.11 for five voidages ranging
from 0.485 to 0.526. Again, this is the voidage range where the clear and
coherent forced waves can be detected.

For the. smallest voidage (SO.= 0.485), the amplitudes grow linearly up
to 50cm for 0.74Hz, and to 20cm for 1Hz frequency. Wavespeeds -are stable
up to nearly 20cm, and then increase slightly with height. The frequencies
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are relatively stable throughout the fluidized bed. For EO = 0.495 similar be-
havior can be seen for the wavespeeds. But for the amplitudes, it was found
that linear growth regions are reduced to the first 40cm for 0.8Hz, and to
below 15cm for the 1.4Hz frequency; in addition, the 1.4 Hz frequency is only
stable up to 10 cm, and then the frequency generally decreases with height.
For EO= 0.508, So = 0.516, e. = 0.526, the extent of linear growth regions
are further reduced with increasing voidage. In addition, it is found that the
size of the linear growth regions decreases with increasing frequency at any
given voidage. For the forced frequencies, the lower frequency remained the
dominant frequency nearly throughout the fluidlzed, bed, but the hjgher fr~
quency remained dominant only to about 10cm above the distributor. The
wavespeeds for these three flowrates are constant Up to 10 to Nc~7 and then

slightly increase with height except for EO = 0.516 where the wavespeed de-
creases slightly.

These results show that the higher the frequency that is forced, the less
the impact on the regions far away from the distributor in the sense that the
conditions far from the distributor are more or less the same (as in an unforced
bed). In other words, the higher frequency waves only have significant impact
on the flow near the distributor.

3.”3.5 Wave properties for set C

These 2mm beads are the largest beads tested in these experiments. For these
beads, the signals from the detectors are different from the signals derived from
other two sets in that these signals cent ained large random peaks. These arose
because the large glass beads acted like convex lenses and focused the light as
bright spots onto the photodiodes. This high frequency noise is eliminated by
utilizing a moving 0.08s average filter which is long enough to eliminate the
noise without altering the measuring signal (around lHz).

The amplitude, velocity and frequency distributions of forced waves along
the height of the fluidlzed beds are shown in Figure 3.3.12-3.3.13 for four
voidages ranging from 0.471 to 0.507. Again, these are the voidage regions
where the clear and coherent forced waves can be detected.

The results show similar behavior to those of set B: but the extent of the lin-
ear growth regions are further reduced to withh 20 cm above the distributor for
all of the voidages. It is also found that for higher voidages E. = 0.496,0.507,
the linear growth regions can only be observed for about 10cm above the dis-
tributor. In addition, it is found that the higher frequencies are stable only up
to 10cm above the distributor while lower frequencies are much more stable
and remain dominant throughout the bed. The wavespeeds increase slightly
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after the stable regions near the distributor for all of the voidages.

3.3.6 Summary and Discussion

All the experiments presented above show linear growth regions near the dis-
tributor. This implies that the waves are growing independently in the initial
stages of the growth, and the interactions between the waves are negligible.
After these very limited linear growth regions, the higher frequency waves are
decaying for short ranges while lower frequency waves reach approximately
stable conditions. In addition, the lower frequency waves growing-from the .
distributor take over from the Klgher frequency waves and eventually, the bed
reaches a stable condition corresponding to a low frequency. This intlcates
that the dominant waves far away from the distributor will always be the
relatively low frequency waves, and are not affected by any high frequency
disturbances. near the dhdxibutor. These results are qualitatively consistent
with the results by E1-Kaissy and Homsy (1976).

f, Hz 0, ljcm “u, cm/s E* Uo,cm/s
1.0 0.049359 2.57 0.530 1.08
1.0 0.043851 Z-62 0.536 1.12
1.0 0.039104 2.66 0.541 1.15 “.
1.0 0.038406 2.69 0.546 1.17

1.0 0.037000 2.72 0.551 1.20

Table 3.3.3: Forced wave properties and flowing conditions for set A

The reason behind the transformation from high frequency to low fr~
quency, linear growth regions to nonlinear growth regions can be understood
from these experimental results. The change in the wave structure, and the
break up of the wave train are a partial cause of the nonlinear waves (El-
Kaissy and Homsyj1976), but these are not the most important feature. As
different frequency dkturbances are generated in the distributor, and as the
wavespeed changes with frequency, so the disturbances with different frequen-
cies will travel with different wavespeeds, so eventually, faster lower frequency
waves will capture the slower higher frequency waves. At that point, two waves
will merge. These result in a “zig-zag” motion which is clearly observed in the
experiments. The ultimate source for the wave clusters and wave break-ups -- - ---
(E1-Kaissy and Homsy,1976) is believed to be wave capturing and the subse-
quent “zig-zag” motions of the interacting waves.

The wave properties are obtained in the linear growth regions where the
wavespeeds and frequencies are also stable. The spatial growthrates can be
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easily measured by taking the slopes of linear amplitude growth in the amplit-
ude us height plots. The forced wave properties for set A are summarized in
Table 3.3.3, only one forced wave is measured for each of the five runs which is
the one frequency can successfully be forced in 0.5 mm glass beads. Table 3.3.4
shows the forced wave properties of five runs for set B; two wavespeeds and
growthrates are measured for every voidage for set B. Table 3.3.5 shows the
forced wave properties for set C; two wavespeeds and growthrates are measured
for every voidage in set C.

f, HZ ~, I/m u,Cmjs E(I Uo, cm~s “

0.740 0.052364 4.11
1.0 0.065300 3.96 0.485 1.71,

0.800 0.049600 4.28
1.434 0.119980 3.99 0.495 1.76
1.205 0.093600 4.70
1.795 0.160700 4:34 0:508 1.93
0.801 0.037000 5.01
2.00 0.157620 4.41 0.516 2.05
1.434 0.086380 5.01 -
2.00 0.149400 4.64 0.526 2.15

Table 3.3.4: Forced wave properties and flowing conditions for set B

f, Hz 0, lfc’m u,Cmfs EO Uo, ~ls ,

0.756 0.06000 4.91
1’.240 0.01102 4.56 0.471 3.46
0.800 0.06508 5.22
1.522 0.03265 4.80 0.481 3.61
0.792 0.07842 5.59
1.794 0.15245 5.03 0.496 3.87
0.765 0.05606 5.88
2.00 0.17918 5.31 0.507 4.06

Table 3.3.5: Forced wave properties and flowing conditions for set C
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3.4 Results and Comparison

In addition to the forced wave measurements, we also obtained some supple-
mental growthrate information by tracking, where possible, nearly constant
frequency waves that appeared naturally (i.e. at other thanthe forced fre
quency). When such an amplitude shows clear linear growth near the dis-
tributor, the growthrate is used as supplemental information in the Inverse
Instability Problem, thus improving the accuracy of the Optimum Parameter
dentification method. These waves are tracked by filtering the signal. through
a tight notch filter with a width of lVOof the frequency of interest. Not all
frequencies show clear linear growth even near the distributor, so thes~ supple-
mental growthrates were found only by considering many possible frequencies.
Figure 3.4.1 shows an example from lmm glass beads (set B). for the suppk-
mental growthrate measurements.

The wave properties are obtained in the linear growth regions where the
wavespeeds and frequencies are also stable. All the wave properties for set
A are summarized in Table 3.4.1, only one wavespeed is measured, and three
growthrates are obtained for every voidage in this set. Table 3.4.2 shows
the wave properties of five runs for set B; here two wavespeeds and three
growthrates are measured for every voidage for set B. Table 3.4.3 shows the
wave properties for set C; two wavespeeds and three growthrates are measured
for every voidage in set C.

Based on the experimental wave properties and supplemental growthrate
information presented above, the system parameters (a, ~, EP, VP and 6) for
the three different particle sizes at various voidages can be determined by the
Optimum Parameter Identification Method. The error estimation is done in
the same fashion as section 3.2.1 by applying 10% error in growthrate for all of
the runs, and 2~o error in wavespeed. No error has been applied to forced wave
frequencies as the frequency measured is exactly same as the forced frequency,
but 1% error in frequencies for supplemental growthrate measurements has
been applied based on the fluctuation on the frequency which is tracked along
the height of the bed. The error bar on the mean voidage is based on the bed
height fluctuation during the measurements at the mean voidage conditions,
and it is 0.270 for set A, 0.3% for set B and set C!.

3.4.1 Drag slopes in fluidized beds

The derivatives of the drag forces versus slip velocity are presented’ in fig-
ure 3.4.2 * figure 3.4.4. The derivatives of the drag force versus void fraction
are presented in figure 3.4.5 N figure 3.4.7. Comparison has been made with



f, Hz CT,I/cm u,Cm/s % %, ~/s
1.0 0.049359 2.57

1.434 0.067874 — 0.530 1.08

1.988 0.040178 —

1.0 0.043851 2.62
1.522 0.069034 — 0.536 1.12

2.287 0.029238 —
1.0 0.039104 2.66

1 r J

2.530 0.055700 —
1.0 0.037000 2.72

1.706 0.068454 — 0.551 l.qo

2.701 \O.025500 I — 1 I

Table 3.4.1: Wave properties and flowing conditions forsetA

the threemost popular drag models:. t.heErgunmodel (1952) ,the Richardson-
ZaIkimodel (1954) and the Foscolo-Gibilaro model (1984, 1987). The Ergun
and Rlchardson-Zaki models aresummarized in Shook and Roco (1991) as

13rgun:

Thus

and

F
[

~ 75+ 150pj(l – E)
erg = .

dppf(uj – Up)& 1m(~i – %)*(1 – e)
dp

(3.4.1)

72f l-J

aerg =
Fe,go

Ujo pj—.
Fwgo d~ [

3.5ufo +
150pj(l – &rj)

1
(1 - so)

Pfdp~o
(3.4.2) ‘

where
150# (1-s0) PP20(1-EO)

F,rgo = [1.75 + ~pp:UfOcO] ‘ ~p
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f, Hz 0, l/cm u,Cmjs E.
0.740 0.052364 4.11

1.0 0.065300 3.96 0.485
1.314 0.033997 —
0.800 0.049600 4.28
1.434 0.119980 3.99 0.495
2.002 0.037518 —
1.205 0.093600 4.70
1.795 0.160700 4.34 0.508
2.361 0.080050 —’
0.801 0.037000 5.01
2.00 0.157620 4.41 0.516

2.525 0.050895 —
1.434 0.086380 5.01
2.00 0.149400 4.64 0.526
3.10 0.055729 —

1.71

1.76

1.93

2.05

2.15

Table 3.4.2: Wave properties and flowing conditions forsetB

f, Hz Cr,l/an U, cmls &o
0.756 0.06000 4.91

1.240 0.01102 4.56 0.471
1.070 0.04330 —
0.800 0.06508 5.22 “
1.522 0.03265 4.80 0.481
1.170 0.07780 —
0.792 0.07842 5.59
1.794 0.15245 5.03 0.496
2.420 0.08894 —
0.765 0.05606 5.88
2.00 0.17918 5.31 0.507
3.421 0.08876 —

Z@,cm~s

3.46

3.61

3.67

4.06

73able3.4.3: Wave properties and flowing conditions for set 0
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Richardson-Zaki:

~ _3cDs(l–&)p@j-up)2
rz —

4dPel.7
(3.4.4)

so

and

P
[1

Co ~Frz 1.7 – 0.7E()

[1

&o ~cD=
rz =.—— —— —

Frfl ik ~==0”= 1 – !53 ~DSO ~& ~=eo
‘(3.4.6)

where

Frzo =
3CDSO(l-*O)Pf41J

4dpcl .7

For Res = ‘dp(”~~”p)Pf <0.2,

CDS = &P+ o.l~JwY87) For 0.2< Re, <.1000 >

CDS= 0.44 For Res >1000

Foscol*Gibilaro:

)
4.8

Fjg(e, Uj – UP) = (1 – s)e ‘(P~-Pl)9(uj~uP n (3.4.7)

so:

(3.4.8)

and

[1.s0 ~Fig 3.8–2.860 4.8
~j,=–FJgo ~~ .==O=—— _—

I–&o n
(3.4.9)

The terminal velocity and the exponent n are found from experiment.
Figure 3.4.2 presents the velocity derivative a for set A (0.5mmglassbeads)

which is the smallest size tested in this study. The measurements covered a
voidage range from 0.530 to 0.55. The R,ichardson-Zaki model redicts the
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value with reasonable accuracy on this parameter, while Ergun’s model pre-
dicted slightly lower values than the experiments. But on the opposite side,
the Foscol~Gibilaro model predicted.much higher values than seen experimen-
tally. The variations of a with void fraction is small. Figure 3.4.3 presents
the derivative a for set B (1.Ommglassbeads) which is the intermediate size
tested. The mean voidage ranges from 0.48 to 0.53. A slightly larger varia-
tion with voidage is observed and a is seen to increase almost linearly with
voidage. Again, most of the data points lie between Foscolo-Gibilaro model
and Richardson-Zaki model, and Ergun’s model again predicted lower val-
ues than the mezqurements. Figure 3.4.4 presents the derivative a for set
C (2.omm) which is the largest size tested with the voidage ranging from
0.47 to 0.51. Here the Ergun model give very reasonable accuracy, while
the Richardson-Zaki model is slightly lower than experiments. The Foscole
Gibilaro model again predicted much larger values “than were me~ured. ”The
data points show a clear increasing trend as the voidage is increased.

Figure 3.4.5 shows the voidage derivative@ for set A. The results show that
all of the models predict higher values than are observed experimentally, with
the closest coming from. the Ergun model which still overpredicts the data by
about 1570. The variation with voidage is again small. Figure 3.4.6 shows the
derivative /3 for set B. The Ergun model still gives reasonable agreement, and
the other two models are again higher than the measurements. Figure 3.4.7
shows the derivative ~ for set C. Ail of the models predicted much higher
values than the experiments for set C. The value ~ generally increases with
increasing voidage.

A tremendous discrepancy between the measured and predicted values of
@is observed especially for the largest glass beads. This suggests that the
discrepancy might be partially due to finite size effects (i.e. that the particle
size is a significant fraction of the wavelength, i.e. here dP = 2.Ornm and
wavelength A N 20mm, so ~ x O.1). One correction for this effect has been
proposed by Singh and Joseph (1995). This was incorporated in our instability
analysis, but unfortunately, the resulting correction is too smaIl to account for
the observed discrepancy (although it does act in right direction). Nevertheless
there might still be some value in considering finite particle sizes in the particle
motion equation.

3.4.2 Particulate effective elasticity

The particle phase effective elasticities are shown in figure 3.4.8- figure 3.4.10.
The only theoretical prediction of this quantity comes from the Foscol~Gibilaro
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model (1984, 1987) which predicts:

Epjg = 3.2gdp(l – e)(pp – pj) (3.4.10)

Figure 3.4.8 shows measurements of particulate effective elasticity for set A
(0.5rnm). The data show a clear decreasing (almost linearly decreasing) trend
as the void age is increased. Here, the Foscol-Gibilaro model predicts lower
values than the measurements. In addition, the elasticities measured decrease
much more rapidly than predicted by the Foscolo-Gibilaro model. Figure 3.4.9
shows particulate effective elasticities for set B (1 .Orm-n).For most of the data
points, the Foscolo-Gibilaro model gives reasonable agreement except for the
one point at lowest voidage. The measured data again decreases more rapidly
than the Foscol&Gibilaro model. Figure 3.4.10 shows the results for set C
(2.Omm). Here the Foscolo-Gibilaro model gives higher values than the exper-
iments, but both the models and measured data decrease with approximately
same slope as the .voidage increases except at the lowest voidage.

From the Foscolo-Gibilaro model, the particulate effective elasticity is pro-
portional to the particle diameter, and decreases linearly with increasing voidage.
But based on the “comparison between measurements and Foscob-Gibilaro
model, Foscolo-Gibilaro model predicts higher elasticities for larger beads, and
lower elasticities for smaller beads, indicating that the measured values are not
increased correspondingly (proportionally) when the particle diameter is in-
creased; instead, all of the data falls roughly into the same range. This strongly
indicates that the elasticities are roughly independent of particle diameter. In
addition, the measured data decrease much faster than Foscolo-Gibilaro model
especially for smaller beads.

- The current results are the first effort to measure the particle elasticity at
various voidages. Qualitatively, all data proved that the particulate effective
elasticity generally decreases with increasing voidage. In that they agree with
all of the theoretical studies (Clift, 1989, among others). The relationship be
tween the elasticity and other parameters can only be revealed after a complete
dimensional analysis which will be discussed in detail in section 3.5.

3.4.3 Particulate effective viscosity

The particulate phase effective viscosities are shown in figure 3.4.11 N fig-
ure 3.4.13. No comparison with theory is available for this parameter other
than for the viscosity of suspensions (which are much smaller than any of these
measurements).

Figure 3.4.11 presents the particulate effective viscosities for set A. The
results show that the effective viscosities are in the range ,of 1 to 3 poise, and
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decrease modestly with increasing voidage. Figure 3.4.12 shows the results
for set B. The effective viscosities for set B ranges from 5 to 25 ptise and
also decrease with increasing void age. Figure 3.4.13 shows the results for set
C. The data ranges from 5 to 25 poise and decrease rapidly with increasing
voidage.

Based on the results of set A and set B, the particulate effective viscosity
seems to increase with increasing particle diameter, but the results of set B
ahd set C lie roughly in the same range. This indicates that the particulate
effective viscosity is sensitive to particle diameter for small beads, but is not
sensitive to the particle diameter for large beads (dP > lmm in this case).
Here we should particularly note that the voidage. ranges for three different
beads sizes are different. The larger the bead size, the lower the voidage
range. All of the data proves that the particulate effective viscosity decreases
with increasing voidage, and effective viscosity for the larger beads pretend to .,
decrease more rapidly with increasing voidage.

The results presented here are approximately in the same order as those
measured by Schugerl et al. (1961) in a concentric cylinder viscometer which
contained a gas-fluidized bed, and as inferred from the motion of bubbles by
Grace (1970) also in a gas-fluidized bed. To our knowledge, the current mea-
surements are the first such determinations made in liquid fluidized beds. This
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may provide some insight into the mechanism of viscosity generation. If one
were to assume that the values should scale with the viscosity of the intersti-
tial fluid, (as one would expect for a suspension) then the relative viscosities,

nP/Pf measured here are off bY orders of magnitude from their co~esPond@
values for gas fluidized beds. However, if one assumes that these viscosities
are primarily a result of momentum transport induced by particle motion and
interactions, the values should be relatively independent of the fluid; in that
c-=e, the results in gas and liquid fluidized beds should be similar just as ob-
served in these results. This outcome was also predicted by Anderson and
Jackson (1968).

3.4.4 Added mass effects

Figure 3.4.14- Figure 3.4.16 show the results for the added mass coefficients.
The values are from several to 10s, and decrease with increasing voidage for ““
all of the measurements. From the results, the larger beads intend to have
stronger dependency on the voidage than smaller beads.

These are probably the most controversial results as they confhct with most
of the theoretical studies which state that the added mass coefficient should be
in the range of ON 0.5 (Atkinson and Kytornaa 1992, Dodemand, et al. 1995),
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,

except for the values estimated by Homsy, et iL1.(1980) which is roughly in the
same order ak ours. There are no quantitative values available for comparison
although there are some theoretical analyses of the added mass eflect (Geurst,
1991, Drew, et al. 1979).

The trends of the added mass”term also conflicts with most of the theoreti- .
cal studies which state that the added mass term will increase with increasing
voidage, while our measurements show that the added mass coefficients de
c~ease with increasing voidage. Remember that the added mass reflects the
mass of fluid that must be accelerated and carried along as a particle acceler-
ates. The theoretical results that ind”icatethat the added mass should increase
with voidage are implicitly assuming that only fluid, and not surrounding par-
ticles are accelerated along with a given particle. Under those conditions, the
surrounding particles, which do not accelerate, simply fill up space so that
might otherwise be occupied by fluid, which would accelerate. Consequently, ..
the larger the voidage, the more fluid that is available, and the added mass
coefficient should increase with voidage until it reaches a value of 0.5, which
correspond to a single sphere in an infinite fluid under conditions of potential
flow. The large magnitudes of the added mass terms seen here indicate that
the particles play an important ‘role in the added mass process.

An understanding of the aclcled mass term will fundamentally depend on
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how an individual particle experiences its surroundings. One very simple ap-
. . preach will be treat the surrounding mixture as a fluid with a corrected density

that reflects the prescense of the particles: pm = ep~ + (1,– C)PP. AS the par-
ticles have roughly tw~and-half times the density fo the interstial fluis, this
would, by itself, indicate an increase in the local density and thus in the density
of the material accelerated along with the particle. Furthermore, the apparent
density will decrease as .teh voidage increases in concert with the current ob-
servations. But for the most closely packed spheres studied here, the voidage
is about 0.48, which indicates a specific gavity of the mixture to be about
1.78, which would increase the added mass coefficient from 0.5 to 0.9, much
less that the values on the order of 10 seen here. Therefore, some other efkct
must also arise from the prescense of the particulate phase.

One answer is to note that the particulate phase. has a large effective vis-
cosity and thus cannot be considered to be a potential flow as is assumedin the
standard added mass analyses, But it is probably more physically meaningful
(although undoubtedly related) to realize that the prescense of the particle
phase introduces the particle diameter as an additional length scale into the ~
problem. This scale may manifest itself in the added mass coefficient by in-
creasing the extent of the material that would be accelerated along with an
accelerating particle. This may be physically pictured by realizing that an
accelerating particle will collide with its neighbors which both causes them
to accelerate and S1Oextends the influence of the original particle diameter
an additional particle diameter deeper into the material. Those neighboring
particles will themselves collide with neighbors and extend the influence of
the original particle still deeper into the surrounding material. This also ac-
counts for the sever drop in the added mass coefficient with voidage; increasing
the voidage increases the interparticle spacing, thus decreasing the number of
collisions with neighborign particles and, with it, decreasing the nreach” of a
particle into the surrounding material.

At first glance this may seem inconsistent with the results as the value of
the added mass coefficient does not appear to depend on particle size. But
remember that physically, the added mass coefficient represents the fraction of
a particle volume of the surrounding material that is accelerated along with the
original particle. Thus, the fact that the added mass coefficient does not change
significantly with particle diameter indicates that the volume of accelerated
material still scales with the particle volume.
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3.5 Summary and Discussion

To summarize the results obtained in the preceding sections, we tried to formu-
late the results in nondimensional form, and relate them to the nondimensional
variables of the problem. By choosing {UO,dP,pf } as scaling parameters for
velocity, length and density, respectively, appropriate dimensionless quantities
are:

Vj=
FI

~fjuo> Vp = Upjuo, z = z/fdP,T = tuo/dP,F =
Wole

The resulting governing equations in nondimensional form then become: .
Conservation of Mass:
fluid phase:

(3.5.1)

particle phase:

ik W;.— _
~T

&+(l–&)==o
“ az

(3.5.2)

Combined conservation of momentum:

avj!!2 –“(1 - .).(%+ vf~)(1 - C)EP(#+u ~z )

“~F
azvp

‘. Re
– +[e(l – E)(p – 1)] + &Ep~ + e?ip~ (3.5.3).,

%=$ is the dimensionless particulate effective elasticity,

fP = “ppjdp
is the dimensionless particulate effective viscosity,

Re = % is the particle Reynolds number,

Fr=~ is the particle Froude number,

P
=&

Pf
is the density ratio.

and F is a function of a,@ and 8, where a,@ and 8 already in dimensionless
form.

Assuming that the parameters a, ~, 6, EP, ijpdepend on the flow conditions,
and not upon one another, it is found by dimensional analysis that the state of
fluidization will be determined by at most four dimensionless variables, From



q) void fraction

P=% density ratio

~ Re = * particle

Fr = * particle

Reynolds number

Froude number

equation 3.5.3, we can choose following independent variables which determine
the conditions of fluidized beds:

Based on the information above and the fact that the density ratios are
nearly constant for all of these experiments, all the material constants (dL
mensionless system parameters, cr,/3,8, 3P, ~P) are expected to be functions of
three dimensionless variables (eO,.Re; F’r). We then combined the material

. constants and these three dimensionless variables. to best fit the data. In the ~~
following plots, the axes are chosen so as to generate straight lines.

“Figure 3.5.1 shows the correlated function and data points measured for
drag-slope against slip velocity. Here, the correlation function for the drag
derivative a is given by:

Q = 9.712
o.63a &2 3.53 x 10-2

4.9 + 0.63~G FrO”s13e0”1– FT0.7Re0.1

(3.5.4)

It is clearly shown that the drag-slope a increases with increasing voidage and “. .
Reynolds number, but decreases with increasing Froude number. ~.

Figure 3.5.2 shows the correlated function and data points for drag-slope
~. The correlation function for the drag derivative/? is given by:

@ = o.0425~ (&)’”’ (3.5.5)

As might be expected, the drag-slope ~ has a similar form to that for ct.
It increases with increasing voidage and Reynolds number, and decreases with “
inc~easing Froude number.

The advantage of these. correlation functions is that they are based on.
an instability problem and measurements of unsteady and local information.
In contrast, most existing drag models are based on the mean force balance
(average information). So the correlation function presented by this study will
hopefully provide more reliability for unsteady and local drag derivatives.
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Based on the instability theory, a and /3 will be the main factor to deter-
mine the continuity wavespeed; more specifically, the continuity wavespeed is
proportional to the ratio of /? to. ci (equation ??). Based on the correlation
function (3.2.6) and (3.5.5), both a and P have similar functional forms of
dimensionless variables.

If/3> a, i.e. if the void fraction gradient is larger than the slip velocity
gradient, small voidage changes will cause large changes in the drag force,
and therefore the system will be..more unstable (i.e. have a higher continuity
wavespeed). On the other h?nd, if”~ < a, small relative velocity changes will
cause.large changes in drag force, and therefore the system pretend to be more
stable (i.e. have a smaller continuity wavespeed).

Figure 3.5.3 shows the cm-related function and data points measured for
the particulate dimensionless effective elasticity. The final correlation function
is given by:
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Figure 3.5.3: Correlation function for the dimensionless effective elasticity

The dimensionless elasticity incre~es with increasing Reynolds “number,
but decreases with increasing Froude number and voidage. Based on the
instability theory, the elasticity will be the main factor in determining the
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dynamic wavespeed; specifically, the larger the effective elasticity, the larger
the dynamic wavespeed. From. the correlation function (3.5.6), the effective
elasticity decreases with increasing Froude number. As a result, the larger the
Froude number, the smaller the dyl~amic wavespeed which makes the system
more unstable.
- F@re 3.5.4 shows the correlation function and corresponding data points

measured for dimensionless particulate effective viscosity. Here the correlation
function is:

inl–e
TL= 1.6 x 104e-13s”4FrRel.5Frl.5 ~ (3.5.7)

It is shown that the dimensionless effective viscosity increases with in-
creasing Reynolds number, but decreases with increasing voidage. In addi- “’
tion, the effective viscosity increases with increasing Froude number as long
as the Froude number is small (Fr < 1.1 x 10-2), but decreases with in-
creasing Froude number for larger Froude number (Fr > 1.1 x 10-2). From
equation (3.5.7), the effective viscosity decreases with increasing voidage and
quickly reaches zero at e = 1. This implies that the viscous force between the
particles strongly depends on voicl fraction (or the mean distance among the



particles), and it will only be important when the particles are close to each
other (low void fraction).

Figure 3.5.5 shows the correlation function and data points measured for
the added mass coefficient. Here, the correlation function is given by: “

“6 _3 Re0.6Z 1 _ ~ 2.ss
()

— —
1–E = 0“5 + 3“4 x 10 J7T2.02 ~ (3.5.’8)

Note that ~ equals the added mass coefficientfor an isolated sphere when
e = 1. It is shown that the added mass coefficient increases with increasing
Reynolds number, but decreases with increasing Froude number and voidag~
in addition, it is also seen that the coefficient varies strongly with voidage.
Based on these results, the added mass coefficients will start larger than 0.5,
decrease with increasing voidage and reach limiting value of 0.5 at e = 1. ~ ~
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Figure 3.5.5: Correlation function for the added mass coefficient

The results shown above conflicts with most of other studies (Atkinson ‘“
and Kytomaa 1992, Dodemand et al. 1995, Drew et al. 1979) where the
added. mass coefficients are predicted to increase with increasing voidage. Only
Lamb’s (1954) “cell model” showed a decreasing in the added mass coefficient
with increasing voidage.

These iesults indicate that accelerating a particle in fluidized beds accel-
erates a larger surrounding mass than would be seen in an infinite fluid. This
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may only be accounted for by the presence of surrounding particles w~~ch are
‘accelerated along with fluid and extend the reach of the accelerating particle
further in the flow.

It should be noted that these correlations are based on a very limited range.
of void fractions, and may not be applicable outside the range studied. But an
additional caveat must be applied to these results. The generic stabilty model
upon which all this information is based assumes that gravity, drag, elasticity,
viscosity and added mass can be used to represent all the forces that piwticles
experience. Admittedly, these account for all of the forces included in all flu-
idized bed stability models that have appeared to this time. But that doesn’t
mean that additional effects might also be present in a real fluidized bed that
are not accounted for and that any missing effects must have somehow been
absorbed into the framework of the assumed model. For example, we neg-
lected added mass effects in the first generic model that we analyzed, but
“realized that something was pmabably quite wrong because the drag gradi-
ents were all very diflerent from the generally accepted models. It would have
been interesting to have analyaed a’ more complicated wave equation which
contained additional terms (whose physical significance would not be imm~
diately apparent), to see if it yielded closer fits to the various correlations.
Unfortunatley, that would increase the number of undetermined coefficients
and thus increae the number of wave observations necessary to fit those coef-
ficients. As it was, the number of possible observations wa barley adequate, to
determine the number of coefficients in the current model. Thus, it must b~
understood, th=t the quantities measured here might not represent the darg
gradients elasticity etc. and have no greater physical significance than just
being the best choices to use in a stabilty model of the form employed here.
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